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A1 Which fabrication-related information is the most essential to the design process?

A1 Which fabrication-related information is the most essential to the design process?
114 60 68 7 71 48 7 2 11
114 Machine Constraints Project implication Machine codes Design spec & config Fabrication sequence Fabrication standards no information needed do not know/decline to answer

A
1

Machine Constraints 60 37 54.41 61.67 5 71.43 8.33 36 50.70 60.00 25 52.08 41.67 2 28.57 3.33 1 50.00 1.67 1 9.09 1.67

Project implication 68 37 61.67 54.41 3 42.86 4.41 44 61.97 64.71 29 60.42 42.65 4 57.14 5.88 1 50.00 1.47 0 0.00 0.00

Machine codes 7 5 8.33 71.43 3 4.41 42.86 3 4.23 42.86 2 4.17 28.57 0 0.00 0.00 0 0.00 0.00 0 0.00 0.00

Design specification and configuration 71 36 60.00 50.70 44 64.71 61.97 3 42.86 4.23 27 56.25 38.03 5 71.43 7.04 2 100.00 2.82 0 0.00 0.00

Fabrication sequence 48 25 41.67 52.08 29 42.65 60.42 2 28.57 4.17 27 38.03 56.25 0 0.00 0.00 0 0.00 0.00 0 0.00 0.00

Fabrication standards 7 2 3.33 28.57 4 5.88 57.14 0 0.00 0.00 5 7.04 71.43 0 0.00 0.00 0 0.00 0.00 0 0.00 0.00

no information needed 2 1 1.67 50.00 1 1.47 50.00 0 0.00 0.00 2 2.82 100.00 0 0.00 0.00 0 0.00 0.00 0 0.00 0.00

do not know/decline to answer 11 1 1.67 9.09 0 0.00 0.00 0 0.00 0.00 0 0.00 0.00 0 0.00 0.00 0 0.00 0.00 0 0.00 0.00

A2 What are the primary motivations for you to design for digital fabrication over traditional fabrication processes?
114 60 68 7 71 48 7 2 11
114 Machine Constraints Project implication Machine codes Design spec & config Fabrication sequence Fabrication standards no information needed do not know/decline to answer

A
2

Increase geometrical complexity and architectural form 54 31 51.67 57.41 33 48.53 61.11 4 57.14 7.41 34 47.89 62.96 28 58.33 51.85 2 28.57 3.70 1 50.00 1.85 5 45.45 9.26

Reduce construction complexity compared to traditional fabrication of the same design 42 23 38.33 54.76 26 38.24 61.90 1 14.29 2.38 28 39.44 66.67 20 41.67 47.62 2 28.57 4.76 2 100.00 4.76 1 9.09 2.38

Reduce construction cost compared to traditional fabrication of the same design 43 23 38.33 53.49 29 42.65 67.44 4 57.14 9.30 29 40.85 67.44 17 35.42 39.53 3 42.86 6.98 1 50.00 2.33 2 18.18 4.65

Reduce human dependency and errors 46 25 41.67 54.35 26 38.24 56.52 5 71.43 10.87 30 42.25 65.22 21 43.75 45.65 2 28.57 4.35 1 50.00 2.17 4 36.36 8.70

Integrate design and production in the supply chain 44 23 38.33 52.27 26 38.24 59.09 3 42.86 6.82 32 45.07 72.73 20 41.67 45.45 3 42.86 6.82 1 50.00 2.27 1 9.09 2.27

Bring advantages of production knowledge earlier into the design process 37 24 40.00 64.86 27 39.71 72.97 0 0.00 0.00 23 32.39 62.16 20 41.67 54.05 4 57.14 10.81 0 0.00 0.00 2 18.18 5.41

do not know/decline to answer 2 0 0.00 0.00 0 0.00 0.00 0 0.00 0.00 0 0.00 0.00 0 0.00 0.00 0 0.00 0.00 0 0.00 0.00 2 18.18 100.00

A3 What aspect(s) in design modelling is/are the most essential for successful digital fabrication? 
114 60 68 7 71 48 7 2 11

A
3

114 Machine Constraints Project implication Machine codes Design spec & config Fabrication sequence Fabrication standards no information needed do not know/decline to answer

Collaboration in a common virtual environment 53 23 38.33 43.40 36 52.94 67.92 4 57.14 7.55 38 53.52 71.70 26 54.17 49.06 3 42.86 5.66 1 50.00 1.89 3 27.27 5.66

Modelling follows the fabrication approach/ sequence 50 29 48.33 58.00 31 45.59 62.00 3 42.86 6.00 31 43.66 62.00 28 58.33 56.00 3 42.86 6.00 1 50.00 2.00 2 18.18 4.00

Tight feedback loops for schedule and cost estimates 38 19 31.67 50.00 24 35.29 63.16 2 28.57 5.26 27 38.03 71.05 18 37.50 47.37 2 28.57 5.26 0 0.00 0.00 2 18.18 5.26

Coding interface for fabrication machinery 9 4 6.67 44.44 6 8.82 66.67 4 57.14 44.44 6 8.45 66.67 3 6.25 33.33 0 0.00 0.00 1 50.00 11.11 0 0.00 0.00

Connections with computer-aided manufacturing/process planning (CAM/CAPP) system 34 20 33.33 58.82 18 26.47 52.94 5 71.43 14.71 27 38.03 79.41 12 25.00 35.29 5 71.43 14.71 1 50.00 2.94 0 0.00 0.00

Parametric modelling capacity 50 26 43.33 52.00 34 50.00 68.00 0 0.00 0.00 30 42.25 60.00 22 45.83 44.00 3 42.86 6.00 2 100.00 4.00 4 36.36 8.00

do not know/decline to answer 8 4 6.67 50.00 3 4.41 37.50 0 0.00 0.00 2 2.82 25.00 2 4.17 25.00 1 14.29 12.50 0 0.00 0.00 4 36.36 50.00

A4 What aspect(s) in design review is/are the most essential for successful digital fabrication?
114 60 68 7 71 48 7 2 11

A
4

114 Machine Constraints Project implication Machine codes Design spec & config Fabrication sequence Fabrication standards no information needed do not know/decline to answer

Collaboration in a common virtual environment 62 30 50.00 48.39 41 60.29 66.13 3 42.86 4.84 40 56.34 64.52 30 62.50 48.39 4 57.14 6.45 0 0.00 0.00 5 45.45 8.06

Coding interface for fabrication machinery 18 9 15.00 50.00 11 16.18 61.11 4 57.14 22.22 11 15.49 61.11 6 12.50 33.33 0 0.00 0.00 0 0.00 0.00 1 9.09 5.56

Process visualisation and simulation 74 43 71.67 58.11 49 72.06 66.22 7 100.00 9.46 55 77.46 74.32 32 66.67 43.24 5 71.43 6.76 2 100.00 2.70 2 18.18 2.70

Factory setup/virtual commissioning visualisation 17 11 18.33 64.71 9 13.24 52.94 1 14.29 5.88 11 15.49 64.71 12 25.00 70.59 0 0.00 0.00 1 50.00 5.88 0 0.00 0.00

Virtual reality/ augmented reality supportive interface 16 9 15.00 56.25 9 13.24 56.25 0 0.00 0.00 12 16.90 75.00 5 10.42 31.25 2 28.57 12.50 0 0.00 0.00 3 27.27 18.75

Demonstration of the fabrication intents 39 22 36.67 56.41 22 32.35 56.41 2 28.57 5.13 29 40.85 74.36 21 43.75 53.85 3 42.86 7.69 2 100.00 5.13 1 9.09 2.56

do not know/decline to answer 7 3 5.00 42.86 2 2.94 28.57 0 0.00 0.00 1 1.41 14.29 0 0.00 0.00 1 14.29 14.29 0 0.00 0.00 4 36.36 57.14

A5 What content(s) in design documentation is/are the most essential for successful digital fabrication?
114 60 68 7 71 48 7 2 11

A
5

114 Machine Constraints Project implication Machine codes Design spec & config Fabrication sequence Fabrication standards no information needed do not know/decline to answer

Model ontology and configuration to match the fabrication approach 56 33 55.00 58.93 35 51.47 62.50 5 71.43 8.93 41 57.75 73.21 26 54.17 46.43 4 57.14 7.14 1 50.00 1.79 1 9.09 1.79

Fabrication codes and specification 39 28 46.67 71.79 22 32.35 56.41 5 71.43 12.82 28 39.44 71.79 16 33.33 41.03 3 42.86 7.69 2 100.00 5.13 1 9.09 2.56

Reliability matrix and fabrication health & safety-related matrix 6 3 5.00 50.00 4 5.88 66.67 1 14.29 16.67 3 4.23 50.00 3 6.25 50.00 0 0.00 0.00 0 0.00 0.00 1 9.09 16.67

Exact quantity takeoff for a specified fabrication approach 38 19 31.67 50.00 22 32.35 57.89 3 42.86 7.89 28 39.44 73.68 20 41.67 52.63 3 42.86 7.89 1 50.00 2.63 1 9.09 2.63

Supply-chain information and matrix 29 12 20.00 41.38 17 25.00 58.62 0 0.00 0.00 21 29.58 72.41 17 35.42 58.62 1 14.29 3.45 1 50.00 3.45 0 0.00 0.00

Information about the process simulation and commissioning 26 14 23.33 53.85 20 29.41 76.92 2 28.57 7.69 20 28.17 76.92 11 22.92 42.31 3 42.86 11.54 1 50.00 3.85 0 0.00 0.00

do not know/decline to answer 20 9 15.00 45.00 10 14.71 50.00 0 0.00 0.00 6 8.45 30.00 6 12.50 30.00 1 14.29 5.00 0 0.00 0.00 7 63.64 35.00

A6 To what extent should a digital twin in fabrication be prepared for digital fabrication?
114 60 68 7 71 48 7 2 11

A
6

114 Machine Constraints Project implication Machine codes Design spec & config Fabrication sequence Fabrication standards no information needed do not know/decline to answer

A digital twin strategy should be included for project tendering 42 21 35.00 50.00 29 42.65 69.05 2 28.57 4.76 27 38.03 64.29 18 37.50 42.86 1 14.29 2.38 0 0.00 0.00 4 36.36 9.52

A digital twin ready design model should be included in the project contract 27 12 20.00 44.44 15 22.06 55.56 2 28.57 7.41 18 25.35 66.67 10 20.83 37.04 3 42.86 11.11 1 50.00 3.70 2 18.18 7.41

A physical mockup can test the digital twin technology before tendering 19 11 18.33 57.89 12 17.65 63.16 1 14.29 5.26 15 21.13 78.95 10 20.83 52.63 1 14.29 5.26 1 50.00 5.26 0 0.00 0.00

No digital twin is necessary but virtual commissioning is needed 8 6 10.00 75.00 3 4.41 37.50 2 28.57 25.00 4 5.63 50.00 5 10.42 62.50 0 0.00 0.00 0 0.00 0.00 0 0.00 0.00

Neither digital twin nor virtual commissioning is necessary 3 1 1.67 33.33 1 1.47 33.33 0 0.00 0.00 0 0.00 0.00 2 4.17 66.67 0 0.00 0.00 0 0.00 0.00 0 0.00 0.00

do not know/decline to answer 11 6 10.00 54.55 6 8.82 54.55 0 0.00 0.00 4 5.63 36.36 1 2.08 9.09 1 14.29 9.09 0 0.00 0.00 5 45.45 45.45

1

Table S1. Example of the heat map visualisation of the contingency tables for A1 pairing A1-A6 
answers.



Fig. S1. The questionnaire survey distributed in May 2020 and the results.
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Industry needs analysis on collaboration and integration platforms to manage the design process of digital fabrication
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The purpose of this survey is to better understand the requirements of a model-based platform and platform-based integration to manage and implement digital fabrication during the design stage in construction projects.
This survey takes a socio-technical perspective and includes questions regarding technical, technological, organizational, and contractual themes. The results of this survey will inform future research on potentials for a 
collaboration platform that allows for interdisciplinary co-creation of digital fabrication.
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QUESTION TYPES OVERVIEW 

Background
Information 

Operational Requirements Management Requirements 
A. Technical B. Technological C. Organisational D. Contractual E. Business Model total

no. of questions 3 6 4 2 3 3 21

DESIGN STAGES TERMINOLOGY 

country Switzerland United Kingdom Italy U.S.A. Japan Singapore

Terms in this survey SIA Leistungsmodell RIBA Plan of work 2020 ITA Procurement AIA Phases of Design TAAF BCA Stages

Strategic Definition 1. Strategische Planung 0. Strategic Definition progetto di fattibilità tecnico-
economica

Project Brief (kikaku) Project Brief

Feasibility Study 2. Vorstudien 1. Preparation & Brief Pre-design/ Concept
(kihonsekkei) Concept Design

Schematic Design 3.1 Vorprojekt 2. Concept Design progetto preliminare Schematic Design

Detailed Design 3.2 Bauprojekt 3. Spatial Coordination progetto definitivo
Design Development

(jisshisekkei)

Detailed Design

Technical Design
4. Ausschreibung 4. Technical Design progetto esecutivo Pre-Construction

Documentation Construction Documentation

Construction 5. Ausfürhung 5. Manufacturing & Construction costruzione Construction (koujikanri) Construction

Handover 5.3 Inbetriebnahme 6. Handover collaudo e consegna Commission (kanryokensa)
Post-Completion

Operation 6. Bewirtschaftung 7. Use uso e manutenzione Occupancy (tatemonoshiyō)

DEFINITIONS 
DIGITAL FABRICATION refers to data-driven production, which combines design and construction into an integrated process through programming language tasks to control machines to complete manufacturing tasks.
It includes tools such as Computer Numerical Control (CNC), robotics and 3D printers.
DIGITAL FABRICATION

CNC 3D

BUILDING INFORMATION MODELLING (BIM) is a cross-disciplinary set of policies, processes and technologies.

It generates a "methodology to manage the essential building design and project data in digital format throughout the building life-cycle".
It includes not only software that allows the geometrical modelling and the input of information but also  project management related tools and processes.
BUILDING INFORMATION MODELLING (BIM) BIM

PLATFORM refers to a collaborative platform which allows stakeholders to co-create for design modelling, design review, project management, progress monitoring and optimisation of cost and constructability.
The shared design information on such a platform should remain consistent among all stakeholders at all time.
The platform in this survey can refer to an existing one available in the market, euch as Autodesk Revit/ BIM360, Graphisoft ArchiCAD/ BIMcloud; or a modified version of an existing one; or a completely new one to be developed.
PLATFORM

Autodesk Revit/BIM360 Graphisoft ArchiCAD/BIMcloud

BIM-BASED PLATFORM provides measurable data for progress tracking, risk management, trust-building and benchmark of deliverables for quality control and trade tendering, and supports integrated design management.
BIM-BASED PLATFORM BIM

PLATFORM-BASED INTEGRATION refers to a management model which integrates processes and stakeholders in project collaboration through collaborative platforms.

PLATFORM-BASED INTEGRATION 

BACKGROUND INFORMATION

i Please select the role(s) that best describe your experience and background? (please pick min:1, max:all boxes)
? ( :1 :3 )

Researcher/ academia professional 

Project owner/ developer/ investor/ building business manager 

Project manager 

Architect/ architectural designer 

BIM manager, interface manager, BIM coordinator BIM /BIM

Design engineer (e.g. structural engineer, MEP engineer)  ( , MEP )

General contractor 

Digital fabrication contractor 

Platform developer (e.g. software engineer)

Platform manager/ investor /

Contract manager/ lawyer/policy-maker / /

Consultant

do not know/decline to answer /

Other: (please specify) )

ii Please indicate your experience in the following field(s)?
? ( 1 )

Digital Fabrication 
BIM

Software Development

Design Construction 

No experience 

Less than 1 year of experience 1

Between 1 and 5 years of experience 1 5

More than 5 years of experience 5

do not know/decline to answer /
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The purpose of this survey is to better understand the requirements of a model-based platform and platform-based integration to manage and implement digital fabrication during the design stage in construction projects.
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shared with any third party.
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At the conclusion of the survey, you may indicate if you wish to receive a summary of the preliminary findings from this survey.

Thank you very much for your participation.
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DEFINITIONS 
DIGITAL FABRICATION refers to data-driven production, which combines design and construction into an integrated process through programming language tasks to control machines to complete manufacturing tasks.
It includes tools such as Computer Numerical Control (CNC), robotics and 3D printers.
DIGITAL FABRICATION 

CNC 3D

BUILDING INFORMATION MODELLING (BIM) is a cross-disciplinary set of policies, processes and technologies.

It generates a "methodology to manage the essential building design and project data in digital format throughout the building life-cycle".
It includes not only software that allows the geometrical modelling and the input of information but also  project management related tools and processes.
BUILDING INFORMATION MODELLING (BIM)   BIM

PLATFORM refers to a collaborative platform which allows stakeholders to co-create for design modelling, design review, project management, progress monitoring and optimisation of cost and constructability.
The shared design information on such a platform should remain consistent among all stakeholders at all time.
The platform in this survey can refer to an existing one available in the market, euch as Autodesk Revit/ BIM360, Graphisoft ArchiCAD/ BIMcloud; or a modified version of an existing one; or a completely new one to be developed.
PLATFORM

Autodesk Revit/BIM360 Graphisoft ArchiCAD/BIMcloud

BIM-BASED PLATFORM provides measurable data for progress tracking, risk management, trust-building and benchmark of deliverables for quality control and trade tendering, and supports integrated design management.
BIM-BASED PLATFORM BIM

PLATFORM-BASED INTEGRATION refers to a management model which integrates processes and stakeholders in project collaboration through collaborative platforms.

PLATFORM-BASED INTEGRATION 

BACKGROUND INFORMATION

i Please select the role(s) that best describe your experience and background? (please pick min:1, max:all boxes)
? ( :1 :3 )

Researcher/ academia professional 

Project owner/ developer/ investor/ building business manager 

Project manager 

Architect/ architectural designer 

BIM manager, interface manager, BIM coordinator BIM /BIM

Design engineer (e.g. structural engineer, MEP engineer)  ( , MEP )

General contractor 

Digital fabrication contractor 

Platform developer (e.g. software engineer)

Platform manager/ investor /

Contract manager/ lawyer/policy-maker / /

Consultant

do not know/decline to answer /

Other: (please specify) )

ii Please indicate your experience in the following field(s)?
? ( 1 )

Digital Fabrication 
BIM

Software Development

Design Construction 

No experience 

Less than 1 year of experience 1

Between 1 and 5 years of experience 1 5

More than 5 years of experience 5

do not know/decline to answer /
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DEFINITIONS 
DIGITAL FABRICATION refers to data-driven production, which combines design and construction into an integrated process through programming language tasks to control machines to complete manufacturing tasks.
It includes tools such as Computer Numerical Control (CNC), robotics and 3D printers.
DIGITAL FABRICATION

CNC 3D

BUILDING INFORMATION MODELLING (BIM) is a cross-disciplinary set of policies, processes and technologies.

It generates a "methodology to manage the essential building design and project data in digital format throughout the building life-cycle".
It includes not only software that allows the geometrical modelling and the input of information but also  project management related tools and processes.
BUILDING INFORMATION MODELLING (BIM) BIM

PLATFORM refers to a collaborative platform which allows stakeholders to co-create for design modelling, design review, project management, progress monitoring and optimisation of cost and constructability.
The shared design information on such a platform should remain consistent among all stakeholders at all time.
The platform in this survey can refer to an existing one available in the market, euch as Autodesk Revit/ BIM360, Graphisoft ArchiCAD/ BIMcloud; or a modified version of an existing one; or a completely new one to be developed.
PLATFORM

Autodesk Revit/BIM360 Graphisoft ArchiCAD/BIMcloud

BIM-BASED PLATFORM provides measurable data for progress tracking, risk management, trust-building and benchmark of deliverables for quality control and trade tendering, and supports integrated design management.
BIM-BASED PLATFORM BIM

PLATFORM-BASED INTEGRATION refers to a management model which integrates processes and stakeholders in project collaboration through collaborative platforms.

PLATFORM-BASED INTEGRATION 

BACKGROUND INFORMATION

i Please select the role(s) that best describe your experience and background? (please pick min:1, max:all boxes)
? ( :1 :3 )

Researcher/ academia professional 

Project owner/ developer/ investor/ building business manager 

Project manager 

Architect/ architectural designer 

BIM manager, interface manager, BIM coordinator BIM /BIM

Design engineer (e.g. structural engineer, MEP engineer)  ( , MEP )

General contractor 

Digital fabrication contractor 

Platform developer (e.g. software engineer)

Platform manager/ investor /

Contract manager/ lawyer/policy-maker / /

Consultant

do not know/decline to answer /

Other: (please specify) )

ii Please indicate your experience in the following field(s)?
? ( 1 )

Digital Fabrication 
BIM

Software Development

Design Construction 

No experience 

Less than 1 year of experience 1

Between 1 and 5 years of experience 1 5

More than 5 years of experience 5

do not know/decline to answer /
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This survey takes a socio-technical perspective and includes questions regarding technical, technological, organizational, and contractual themes. The results of this survey will inform future research on potentials for a 
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shared with any third party.
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DEFINITIONS 
DIGITAL FABRICATION refers to data-driven production, which combines design and construction into an integrated process through programming language tasks to control machines to complete manufacturing tasks.
It includes tools such as Computer Numerical Control (CNC), robotics and 3D printers.
DIGITAL FABRICATION

CNC 3D

BUILDING INFORMATION MODELLING (BIM) is a cross-disciplinary set of policies, processes and technologies.

It generates a "methodology to manage the essential building design and project data in digital format throughout the building life-cycle".
It includes not only software that allows the geometrical modelling and the input of information but also  project management related tools and processes.
BUILDING INFORMATION MODELLING (BIM) BIM

PLATFORM refers to a collaborative platform which allows stakeholders to co-create for design modelling, design review, project management, progress monitoring and optimisation of cost and constructability.
The shared design information on such a platform should remain consistent among all stakeholders at all time.
The platform in this survey can refer to an existing one available in the market, euch as Autodesk Revit/ BIM360, Graphisoft ArchiCAD/ BIMcloud; or a modified version of an existing one; or a completely new one to be developed.
PLATFORM

Autodesk Revit/BIM360 Graphisoft ArchiCAD/BIMcloud

BIM-BASED PLATFORM provides measurable data for progress tracking, risk management, trust-building and benchmark of deliverables for quality control and trade tendering, and supports integrated design management.
BIM-BASED PLATFORM BIM

PLATFORM-BASED INTEGRATION refers to a management model which integrates processes and stakeholders in project collaboration through collaborative platforms.

PLATFORM-BASED INTEGRATION 

BACKGROUND INFORMATION

i Please select the role(s) that best describe your experience and background? (please pick min:1, max:all boxes)
? ( :1 :3 )

Researcher/ academia professional 

Project owner/ developer/ investor/ building business manager 

Project manager 

Architect/ architectural designer 

BIM manager, interface manager, BIM coordinator BIM /BIM

Design engineer (e.g. structural engineer, MEP engineer)  ( , MEP )

General contractor 

Digital fabrication contractor 

Platform developer (e.g. software engineer) 

Platform manager/ investor /

Contract manager/ lawyer/policy-maker / /

Consultant 

do not know/decline to answer /

Other: (please specify) )

ii Please indicate your experience in the following field(s)?
? ( 1 )

Digital Fabrication 
BIM

Software Development

Design Construction 

No experience 

Less than 1 year of experience 1

Between 1 and 5 years of experience 1 5

More than 5 years of experience 5

do not know/decline to answer /
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( )

The purpose of this survey is to better understand the requirements of a model-based platform and platform-based integration to manage and implement digital fabrication during the design stage in construction projects.
This survey takes a socio-technical perspective and includes questions regarding technical, technological, organizational, and contractual themes. The results of this survey will inform future research on potentials for a 
collaboration platform that allows for interdisciplinary co-creation of digital fabrication.

The information you provide will be kept completely confidential under the General Data Protection Regulations and merely used for research purposes. No personal or organisational information will be revealed in any research outputs or 
shared with any third party.
The survey is calibrated to take 10-15 minutes to complete.

At the conclusion of the survey, you may indicate if you wish to receive a summary of the preliminary findings from this survey.

Thank you very much for your participation.
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DEFINITIONS 
DIGITAL FABRICATION refers to data-driven production, which combines design and construction into an integrated process through programming language tasks to control machines to complete manufacturing tasks.
It includes tools such as Computer Numerical Control (CNC), robotics and 3D printers.
DIGITAL FABRICATION

CNC 3D

BUILDING INFORMATION MODELLING (BIM) is a cross-disciplinary set of policies, processes and technologies.

It generates a "methodology to manage the essential building design and project data in digital format throughout the building life-cycle".
It includes not only software that allows the geometrical modelling and the input of information but also  project management related tools and processes.
BUILDING INFORMATION MODELLING (BIM) BIM

PLATFORM refers to a collaborative platform which allows stakeholders to co-create for design modelling, design review, project management, progress monitoring and optimisation of cost and constructability.
The shared design information on such a platform should remain consistent among all stakeholders at all time.
The platform in this survey can refer to an existing one available in the market, euch as Autodesk Revit/ BIM360, Graphisoft ArchiCAD/ BIMcloud; or a modified version of an existing one; or a completely new one to be developed.
PLATFORM

Autodesk Revit/BIM360 Graphisoft ArchiCAD/BIMcloud

BIM-BASED PLATFORM provides measurable data for progress tracking, risk management, trust-building and benchmark of deliverables for quality control and trade tendering, and supports integrated design management.
BIM-BASED PLATFORM BIM

PLATFORM-BASED INTEGRATION refers to a management model which integrates processes and stakeholders in project collaboration through collaborative platforms.

PLATFORM-BASED INTEGRATION 

BACKGROUND INFORMATION

i Please select the role(s) that best describe your experience and background? (please pick min:1, max:all boxes)
? ( :1 :3 )

Researcher/ academia professional 

Project owner/ developer/ investor/ building business manager 

Project manager 

Architect/ architectural designer 

BIM manager, interface manager, BIM coordinator BIM /BIM

Design engineer (e.g. structural engineer, MEP engineer)  ( , MEP )

General contractor 

Digital fabrication contractor 

Platform developer (e.g. software engineer)

Platform manager/ investor /

Contract manager/ lawyer/policy-maker / /

Consultant

do not know/decline to answer /

Other: (please specify) )

ii Please indicate your experience in the following field(s)?
? ( 1 )

Digital Fabrication 
BIM

Software Development

Design Construction 

No experience 

Less than 1 year of experience 1

Between 1 and 5 years of experience 1 5

More than 5 years of experience 5

do not know/decline to answer /

iii Please indicate the market(s) in which you have experience? (please pick min:1, max:all boxes)

? ( 1 )

Africa 

Asia 

Australasia 

Europe 

Middle East 

North America 

South America 

do not know/decline to answer /

Optional to specify : __________________________

PLATFORM OPERATIONAL REQUIREMENTS 

A TECHNICAL - DIGITAL FABRICATION SPECIFIC  -

In this section, we would like to understand what digital fabrication-related information is needed in the design process in a construction project.

A1 Which fabrication-related information is the most essential to the design process? (please tick min:1, max:3 boxes)

? ( :1 :3 )

Machine constraints (e.g. min/max cutting length) : / )

Project implication (e.g. performance, cost, duration) : )

Machine codes (e.g. G-codes, path-planning) G )

Design specification and configuration 

Fabrication sequence and approach 

Fabrication standards (e.g. ISO-9000 quality management) : ISO-9000 )

No fabrication-related information is needed in the design process 

do not know/decline to answer /

Other: (please specify) )

A1.1 At which project stage is fabrication-related information first needed? (please choose from the dropdown menu)

?( )
⏏ Strategic Definition, Feasibility Study, Schematic Design, Detailed Design, Technical Design, Documentation, Construction, Handover, Operation, Not Applicable

A2 What are the primary motivations for you to design for digital fabrication over traditional fabrication processes? (please tick min:1, max:3 boxes)

? ( :1 :3 )

Increase geometrical complexity and architectural form 

Reduce construction complexity compared to traditional fabrication of the same design 

Reduce construction cost compared to traditional fabrication of the same design 

Reduce human dependency and errors 

Integrate design and production in the supply chain 

Bring advantages of production knowledge earlier into the design process 

do not know/decline to answer /

Other: (please specify) )

A3 What aspect(s) in design modelling is/are the most essential for successful digital fabrication? (please tick min:1, max:3 boxes)

? ( :1 :3 )

Collaboration in a common virtual environment (e.g. a shared modelling interface) : )

Modelling follows the fabrication approach/ sequence /

Tight feedback loops for schedule and cost estimates 

Coding interface for fabrication machinery (if known) )

Connections with computer-aided manufacturing/process planning (CAM/CAPP) system (if known) /  ( )

Parametric modelling capacity 

do not know/decline to answer /

Other: (please specify) )

A4 What aspect(s) in design review is/are the most essential for successful digital fabrication? (please tick min:1, max:3 boxes)

? ( :1 :3 )
Collaboration in a common virtual environment (e.g. a shared modelling interface) : )

Coding interface for fabrication machinery (if known) )

Process visualisation and simulation 

Factory setup/virtual commissioning visualisation (if new machinery is required) )

Virtual reality/ augmented reality supportive interface VR /AR

Demonstration of the fabrication intents (e.g. digital twinning the fabrication machines) : )

do not know/decline to answer /

Other: (please specify) )

A5 What content(s) in design documentation is/are the most essential for successful digital fabrication? (please tick min:1, max:3 boxes)

?( :1 :3 )
Model ontology and configuration to match the fabrication approach 

Fabrication codes and specification 

Reliability matrix and fabrication health & safety-related matrix 

Exact quantity takeoff for a specified fabrication approach 

Supply-chain information and matrix 

Information about the process simulation and commissioning 

do not know/decline to answer /

Other: (please specify) )

Digital Twin refers to a virtual model or replica of assets, processes, systems, and other entities

Data in a digital twin include BIM and 3D models, 2D information, schedules, contracts, construction documents and operational data collected by the embedded sensors.

BIM 3D 2D

A6 To what extent should a digital twin in fabrication be prepared for digital fabrication? (please tick min:1, max:1 box)

? (1 )

A digital twin strategy should be included for project tendering 

A digital twin ready design model should be included in the project contract

A physical mockup can test the digital twin technology before tendering 
No digital twin is necessary but virtual commissioning is needed in case of a new machinery setup

Neither digital twin nor virtual commissioning is necessary 

do not know/decline to answer /

Other: (please specify) )
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( )

The purpose of this survey is to better understand the requirements of a model-based platform and platform-based integration to manage and implement digital fabrication during the design stage in construction projects.
This survey takes a socio-technical perspective and includes questions regarding technical, technological, organizational, and contractual themes. The results of this survey will inform future research on potentials for a 
collaboration platform that allows for interdisciplinary co-creation of digital fabrication.

The information you provide will be kept completely confidential under the General Data Protection Regulations and merely used for research purposes. No personal or organisational information will be revealed in any research outputs or 
shared with any third party.
The survey is calibrated to take 10-15 minutes to complete.

At the conclusion of the survey, you may indicate if you wish to receive a summary of the preliminary findings from this survey.
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DEFINITIONS 
DIGITAL FABRICATION refers to data-driven production, which combines design and construction into an integrated process through programming language tasks to control machines to complete manufacturing tasks.
It includes tools such as Computer Numerical Control (CNC), robotics and 3D printers.
DIGITAL FABRICATION

CNC 3D

BUILDING INFORMATION MODELLING (BIM) is a cross-disciplinary set of policies, processes and technologies.

It generates a "methodology to manage the essential building design and project data in digital format throughout the building life-cycle".
It includes not only software that allows the geometrical modelling and the input of information but also  project management related tools and processes.
BUILDING INFORMATION MODELLING (BIM) BIM

PLATFORM refers to a collaborative platform which allows stakeholders to co-create for design modelling, design review, project management, progress monitoring and optimisation of cost and constructability.
The shared design information on such a platform should remain consistent among all stakeholders at all time.
The platform in this survey can refer to an existing one available in the market, euch as Autodesk Revit/ BIM360, Graphisoft ArchiCAD/ BIMcloud; or a modified version of an existing one; or a completely new one to be developed.
PLATFORM

Autodesk Revit/BIM360 Graphisoft ArchiCAD/BIMcloud

BIM-BASED PLATFORM provides measurable data for progress tracking, risk management, trust-building and benchmark of deliverables for quality control and trade tendering, and supports integrated design management.
BIM-BASED PLATFORM BIM

PLATFORM-BASED INTEGRATION refers to a management model which integrates processes and stakeholders in project collaboration through collaborative platforms.

PLATFORM-BASED INTEGRATION 

BACKGROUND INFORMATION

i Please select the role(s) that best describe your experience and background? (please pick min:1, max:all boxes)
? ( :1 :3 )

Researcher/ academia professional 

Project owner/ developer/ investor/ building business manager 

Project manager 

Architect/ architectural designer 

BIM manager, interface manager, BIM coordinator BIM /BIM

Design engineer (e.g. structural engineer, MEP engineer)  ( , MEP )

General contractor 

Digital fabrication contractor 

Platform developer (e.g. software engineer)

Platform manager/ investor /

Contract manager/ lawyer/policy-maker / /

Consultant

do not know/decline to answer /

Other: (please specify) )

ii Please indicate your experience in the following field(s)?
? ( 1 )

Digital Fabrication 
BIM

Software Development

Design Construction 

No experience 

Less than 1 year of experience 1

Between 1 and 5 years of experience 1 5

More than 5 years of experience 5

do not know/decline to answer /

iii Please indicate the market(s) in which you have experience? (please pick min:1, max:all boxes)

? ( 1 )

Africa 

Asia 

Australasia 

Europe 

Middle East

North America 

South America 

do not know/decline to answer /

Optional to specify : __________________________

PLATFORM OPERATIONAL REQUIREMENTS 

A TECHNICAL - DIGITAL FABRICATION SPECIFIC  - 

In this section, we would like to understand what digital fabrication-related information is needed in the design process in a construction project.

A1 Which fabrication-related information is the most essential to the design process? (please tick min:1, max:3 boxes)

? ( :1 :3 )

Machine constraints (e.g. min/max cutting length) : / )

Project implication (e.g. performance, cost, duration) : )

Machine codes (e.g. G-codes, path-planning)  G )

Design specification and configuration 

Fabrication sequence and approach 

Fabrication standards (e.g. ISO-9000 quality management) : ISO-9000 )

No fabrication-related information is needed in the design process 

do not know/decline to answer /

Other: (please specify) )

A1.1 At which project stage is fabrication-related information first needed? (please choose from the dropdown menu)

?( )
⏏ Strategic Definition, Feasibility Study, Schematic Design, Detailed Design, Technical Design, Documentation, Construction, Handover, Operation, Not Applicable

A2 What are the primary motivations for you to design for digital fabrication over traditional fabrication processes? (please tick min:1, max:3 boxes)

? ( :1 :3 )

Increase geometrical complexity and architectural form 

Reduce construction complexity compared to traditional fabrication of the same design 

Reduce construction cost compared to traditional fabrication of the same design 

Reduce human dependency and errors 

Integrate design and production in the supply chain 

Bring advantages of production knowledge earlier into the design process 

do not know/decline to answer /

Other: (please specify) )

A3 What aspect(s) in design modelling is/are the most essential for successful digital fabrication? (please tick min:1, max:3 boxes)

? ( :1 :3 )

Collaboration in a common virtual environment (e.g. a shared modelling interface) : )

Modelling follows the fabrication approach/ sequence /

Tight feedback loops for schedule and cost estimates 

Coding interface for fabrication machinery (if known) )

Connections with computer-aided manufacturing/process planning (CAM/CAPP) system (if known) /  ( )

Parametric modelling capacity 

do not know/decline to answer /

Other: (please specify) )

A4 What aspect(s) in design review is/are the most essential for successful digital fabrication? (please tick min:1, max:3 boxes)

? ( :1 :3 )
Collaboration in a common virtual environment (e.g. a shared modelling interface) : )

Coding interface for fabrication machinery (if known) )

Process visualisation and simulation 

Factory setup/virtual commissioning visualisation (if new machinery is required) )

Virtual reality/ augmented reality supportive interface VR /AR

Demonstration of the fabrication intents (e.g. digital twinning the fabrication machines) : )

do not know/decline to answer /

Other: (please specify) )

A5 What content(s) in design documentation is/are the most essential for successful digital fabrication? (please tick min:1, max:3 boxes)

?( :1 :3 )
Model ontology and configuration to match the fabrication approach 

Fabrication codes and specification 

Reliability matrix and fabrication health & safety-related matrix 

Exact quantity takeoff for a specified fabrication approach 

Supply-chain information and matrix 

Information about the process simulation and commissioning 

do not know/decline to answer /

Other: (please specify) )

Digital Twin refers to a virtual model or replica of assets, processes, systems, and other entities

Data in a digital twin include BIM and 3D models, 2D information, schedules, contracts, construction documents and operational data collected by the embedded sensors.

BIM 3D 2D

A6 To what extent should a digital twin in fabrication be prepared for digital fabrication? (please tick min:1, max:1 box)

? (1 )

A digital twin strategy should be included for project tendering 

A digital twin ready design model should be included in the project contract

A physical mockup can test the digital twin technology before tendering 
No digital twin is necessary but virtual commissioning is needed in case of a new machinery setup

Neither digital twin nor virtual commissioning is necessary 

do not know/decline to answer /

Other: (please specify) )

iii Please indicate the market(s) in which you have experience? (please pick min:1, max:all boxes)

? ( 1 )

Africa 

Asia 

Australasia 

Europe 

Middle East

North America 

South America 

do not know/decline to answer /

Optional to specify : __________________________

PLATFORM OPERATIONAL REQUIREMENTS 

A TECHNICAL - DIGITAL FABRICATION SPECIFIC  -

In this section, we would like to understand what digital fabrication-related information is needed in the design process in a construction project.

A1 Which fabrication-related information is the most essential to the design process? (please tick min:1, max:3 boxes)

? ( :1 :3 )

Machine constraints (e.g. min/max cutting length) : / )

Project implication (e.g. performance, cost, duration) : )

Machine codes (e.g. G-codes, path-planning) G )

Design specification and configuration 

Fabrication sequence and approach 

Fabrication standards (e.g. ISO-9000 quality management) : ISO-9000 )

No fabrication-related information is needed in the design process 

do not know/decline to answer /

Other: (please specify) )

A1.1 At which project stage is fabrication-related information first needed? (please choose from the dropdown menu)

?( )
⏏ Strategic Definition, Feasibility Study, Schematic Design, Detailed Design, Technical Design, Documentation, Construction, Handover, Operation, Not Applicable

A2 What are the primary motivations for you to design for digital fabrication over traditional fabrication processes? (please tick min:1, max:3 boxes)

? ( :1 :3 )

Increase geometrical complexity and architectural form 

Reduce construction complexity compared to traditional fabrication of the same design 

Reduce construction cost compared to traditional fabrication of the same design 

Reduce human dependency and errors 

Integrate design and production in the supply chain 

Bring advantages of production knowledge earlier into the design process 

do not know/decline to answer /

Other: (please specify) )

A3 What aspect(s) in design modelling is/are the most essential for successful digital fabrication? (please tick min:1, max:3 boxes)

? ( :1 :3 )

Collaboration in a common virtual environment (e.g. a shared modelling interface) : )

Modelling follows the fabrication approach/ sequence /

Tight feedback loops for schedule and cost estimates 

Coding interface for fabrication machinery (if known) )

Connections with computer-aided manufacturing/process planning (CAM/CAPP) system (if known) /  ( )

Parametric modelling capacity 

do not know/decline to answer /

Other: (please specify) )

A4 What aspect(s) in design review is/are the most essential for successful digital fabrication? (please tick min:1, max:3 boxes)

? ( :1 :3 )
Collaboration in a common virtual environment (e.g. a shared modelling interface) : )

Coding interface for fabrication machinery (if known) )

Process visualisation and simulation 

Factory setup/virtual commissioning visualisation (if new machinery is required) )

Virtual reality/ augmented reality supportive interface VR /AR

Demonstration of the fabrication intents (e.g. digital twinning the fabrication machines) : )

do not know/decline to answer /

Other: (please specify) )

A5 What content(s) in design documentation is/are the most essential for successful digital fabrication? (please tick min:1, max:3 boxes)

?( :1 :3 )
Model ontology and configuration to match the fabrication approach 

Fabrication codes and specification 

Reliability matrix and fabrication health & safety-related matrix 

Exact quantity takeoff for a specified fabrication approach 

Supply-chain information and matrix 

Information about the process simulation and commissioning 

do not know/decline to answer /

Other: (please specify) )

Digital Twin refers to a virtual model or replica of assets, processes, systems, and other entities

Data in a digital twin include BIM and 3D models, 2D information, schedules, contracts, construction documents and operational data collected by the embedded sensors.

BIM 3D 2D

A6 To what extent should a digital twin in fabrication be prepared for digital fabrication? (please tick min:1, max:1 box)

? (1 )

A digital twin strategy should be included for project tendering 

A digital twin ready design model should be included in the project contract

A physical mockup can test the digital twin technology before tendering 
No digital twin is necessary but virtual commissioning is needed in case of a new machinery setup

Neither digital twin nor virtual commissioning is necessary 

do not know/decline to answer /

Other: (please specify) )

iii Please indicate the market(s) in which you have experience? (please pick min:1, max:all boxes)

? ( 1 )

Africa 

Asia 

Australasia 

Europe 

Middle East

North America 

South America 

do not know/decline to answer /

Optional to specify : __________________________

PLATFORM OPERATIONAL REQUIREMENTS 

A TECHNICAL - DIGITAL FABRICATION SPECIFIC  -

In this section, we would like to understand what digital fabrication-related information is needed in the design process in a construction project.

A1 Which fabrication-related information is the most essential to the design process? (please tick min:1, max:3 boxes)

? ( :1 :3 )

Machine constraints (e.g. min/max cutting length) : / )

Project implication (e.g. performance, cost, duration) : )

Machine codes (e.g. G-codes, path-planning) G )

Design specification and configuration 

Fabrication sequence and approach 

Fabrication standards (e.g. ISO-9000 quality management) : ISO-9000 )

No fabrication-related information is needed in the design process 

do not know/decline to answer /

Other: (please specify) )

A1.1 At which project stage is fabrication-related information first needed? (please choose from the dropdown menu)

?( )
⏏ Strategic Definition, Feasibility Study, Schematic Design, Detailed Design, Technical Design, Documentation, Construction, Handover, Operation, Not Applicable

A2 What are the primary motivations for you to design for digital fabrication over traditional fabrication processes? (please tick min:1, max:3 boxes)

? ( :1 :3 )

Increase geometrical complexity and architectural form 

Reduce construction complexity compared to traditional fabrication of the same design 

Reduce construction cost compared to traditional fabrication of the same design 

Reduce human dependency and errors 

Integrate design and production in the supply chain 

Bring advantages of production knowledge earlier into the design process 

do not know/decline to answer /

Other: (please specify) )

A3 What aspect(s) in design modelling is/are the most essential for successful digital fabrication? (please tick min:1, max:3 boxes)

? ( :1 :3 )

Collaboration in a common virtual environment (e.g. a shared modelling interface) : )

Modelling follows the fabrication approach/ sequence /

Tight feedback loops for schedule and cost estimates 

Coding interface for fabrication machinery (if known) )

Connections with computer-aided manufacturing/process planning (CAM/CAPP) system (if known) /  ( )

Parametric modelling capacity 

do not know/decline to answer /

Other: (please specify) )

A4 What aspect(s) in design review is/are the most essential for successful digital fabrication? (please tick min:1, max:3 boxes)

? ( :1 :3 )
Collaboration in a common virtual environment (e.g. a shared modelling interface) : )

Coding interface for fabrication machinery (if known) )

Process visualisation and simulation 

Factory setup/virtual commissioning visualisation (if new machinery is required) )

Virtual reality/ augmented reality supportive interface VR /AR

Demonstration of the fabrication intents (e.g. digital twinning the fabrication machines) : )

do not know/decline to answer /

Other: (please specify) )

A5 What content(s) in design documentation is/are the most essential for successful digital fabrication? (please tick min:1, max:3 boxes)

?( :1 :3 )
Model ontology and configuration to match the fabrication approach 

Fabrication codes and specification 

Reliability matrix and fabrication health & safety-related matrix 

Exact quantity takeoff for a specified fabrication approach 

Supply-chain information and matrix 

Information about the process simulation and commissioning 

do not know/decline to answer /

Other: (please specify) )

Digital Twin refers to a virtual model or replica of assets, processes, systems, and other entities

Data in a digital twin include BIM and 3D models, 2D information, schedules, contracts, construction documents and operational data collected by the embedded sensors.

BIM 3D 2D

A6 To what extent should a digital twin in fabrication be prepared for digital fabrication? (please tick min:1, max:1 box)

? (1 )

A digital twin strategy should be included for project tendering 

A digital twin ready design model should be included in the project contract

A physical mockup can test the digital twin technology before tendering 
No digital twin is necessary but virtual commissioning is needed in case of a new machinery setup

Neither digital twin nor virtual commissioning is necessary 

do not know/decline to answer /

Other: (please specify) )

iii Please indicate the market(s) in which you have experience? (please pick min:1, max:all boxes)

? ( 1 )

Africa 

Asia 

Australasia 

Europe 

Middle East

North America 

South America 

do not know/decline to answer /

Optional to specify : __________________________

PLATFORM OPERATIONAL REQUIREMENTS 

A TECHNICAL - DIGITAL FABRICATION SPECIFIC  -

In this section, we would like to understand what digital fabrication-related information is needed in the design process in a construction project.

A1 Which fabrication-related information is the most essential to the design process? (please tick min:1, max:3 boxes)

? ( :1 :3 )

Machine constraints (e.g. min/max cutting length) : / )

Project implication (e.g. performance, cost, duration) : )

Machine codes (e.g. G-codes, path-planning) G )

Design specification and configuration 

Fabrication sequence and approach 

Fabrication standards (e.g. ISO-9000 quality management) : ISO-9000 )

No fabrication-related information is needed in the design process 

do not know/decline to answer /

Other: (please specify) )

A1.1 At which project stage is fabrication-related information first needed? (please choose from the dropdown menu)

?( )
⏏ Strategic Definition, Feasibility Study, Schematic Design, Detailed Design, Technical Design, Documentation, Construction, Handover, Operation, Not Applicable

A2 What are the primary motivations for you to design for digital fabrication over traditional fabrication processes? (please tick min:1, max:3 boxes)

? ( :1 :3 )

Increase geometrical complexity and architectural form 

Reduce construction complexity compared to traditional fabrication of the same design 

Reduce construction cost compared to traditional fabrication of the same design 

Reduce human dependency and errors 

Integrate design and production in the supply chain 

Bring advantages of production knowledge earlier into the design process 

do not know/decline to answer /

Other: (please specify) )

A3 What aspect(s) in design modelling is/are the most essential for successful digital fabrication? (please tick min:1, max:3 boxes)

? ( :1 :3 )

Collaboration in a common virtual environment (e.g. a shared modelling interface) : )

Modelling follows the fabrication approach/ sequence /

Tight feedback loops for schedule and cost estimates 

Coding interface for fabrication machinery (if known) )

Connections with computer-aided manufacturing/process planning (CAM/CAPP) system (if known) /  ( )

Parametric modelling capacity 

do not know/decline to answer /

Other: (please specify) )

A4 What aspect(s) in design review is/are the most essential for successful digital fabrication? (please tick min:1, max:3 boxes)

? ( :1 :3 )
Collaboration in a common virtual environment (e.g. a shared modelling interface) : )

Coding interface for fabrication machinery (if known) )

Process visualisation and simulation 

Factory setup/virtual commissioning visualisation (if new machinery is required) )

Virtual reality/ augmented reality supportive interface VR /AR

Demonstration of the fabrication intents (e.g. digital twinning the fabrication machines) : )

do not know/decline to answer /

Other: (please specify) )

A5 What content(s) in design documentation is/are the most essential for successful digital fabrication? (please tick min:1, max:3 boxes)

?( :1 :3 )
Model ontology and configuration to match the fabrication approach 

Fabrication codes and specification 

Reliability matrix and fabrication health & safety-related matrix 

Exact quantity takeoff for a specified fabrication approach 

Supply-chain information and matrix 

Information about the process simulation and commissioning 

do not know/decline to answer /

Other: (please specify) )

Digital Twin refers to a virtual model or replica of assets, processes, systems, and other entities

Data in a digital twin include BIM and 3D models, 2D information, schedules, contracts, construction documents and operational data collected by the embedded sensors.

BIM 3D 2D

A6 To what extent should a digital twin in fabrication be prepared for digital fabrication? (please tick min:1, max:1 box)

? (1 )

A digital twin strategy should be included for project tendering 

A digital twin ready design model should be included in the project contract

A physical mockup can test the digital twin technology before tendering 
No digital twin is necessary but virtual commissioning is needed in case of a new machinery setup

Neither digital twin nor virtual commissioning is necessary 

do not know/decline to answer /

Other: (please specify) )
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CHAIR OF INNOVATIVE AND INDUSTRIAL CONSTRUCTION, IBI, D-BAUG, ETH ZÜRICH 

an ONLINE SURVEY 

Industry needs analysis on collaboration and integration platforms to manage the design process of digital fabrication
( )

The purpose of this survey is to better understand the requirements of a model-based platform and platform-based integration to manage and implement digital fabrication during the design stage in construction projects.
This survey takes a socio-technical perspective and includes questions regarding technical, technological, organizational, and contractual themes. The results of this survey will inform future research on potentials for a 
collaboration platform that allows for interdisciplinary co-creation of digital fabrication.

The information you provide will be kept completely confidential under the General Data Protection Regulations and merely used for research purposes. No personal or organisational information will be revealed in any research outputs or 
shared with any third party.
The survey is calibrated to take 10-15 minutes to complete.

At the conclusion of the survey, you may indicate if you wish to receive a summary of the preliminary findings from this survey.

Thank you very much for your participation.

(socio-
technical) (co-create)
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QUESTION TYPES OVERVIEW 

Background
Information 

Operational Requirements Management Requirements 
A. Technical B. Technological C. Organisational D. Contractual E. Business Model total

no. of questions 3 6 4 2 3 3 21

DESIGN STAGES TERMINOLOGY 

country Switzerland United Kingdom Italy U.S.A. Japan Singapore

Terms in this survey SIA Leistungsmodell RIBA Plan of work 2020 ITA Procurement AIA Phases of Design TAAF BCA Stages

Strategic Definition 1. Strategische Planung 0. Strategic Definition progetto di fattibilità tecnico-
economica

Project Brief (kikaku) Project Brief

Feasibility Study 2. Vorstudien 1. Preparation & Brief Pre-design/ Concept
(kihonsekkei) Concept Design

Schematic Design 3.1 Vorprojekt 2. Concept Design progetto preliminare Schematic Design

Detailed Design 3.2 Bauprojekt 3. Spatial Coordination progetto definitivo
Design Development

(jisshisekkei)

Detailed Design

Technical Design
4. Ausschreibung 4. Technical Design progetto esecutivo Pre-Construction

Documentation Construction Documentation

Construction 5. Ausfürhung 5. Manufacturing & Construction costruzione Construction (koujikanri) Construction

Handover 5.3 Inbetriebnahme 6. Handover collaudo e consegna Commission (kanryokensa)
Post-Completion

Operation 6. Bewirtschaftung 7. Use uso e manutenzione Occupancy (tatemonoshiyō)

DEFINITIONS 
DIGITAL FABRICATION refers to data-driven production, which combines design and construction into an integrated process through programming language tasks to control machines to complete manufacturing tasks.
It includes tools such as Computer Numerical Control (CNC), robotics and 3D printers.
DIGITAL FABRICATION

CNC 3D

BUILDING INFORMATION MODELLING (BIM) is a cross-disciplinary set of policies, processes and technologies.

It generates a "methodology to manage the essential building design and project data in digital format throughout the building life-cycle".
It includes not only software that allows the geometrical modelling and the input of information but also  project management related tools and processes.
BUILDING INFORMATION MODELLING (BIM) BIM

PLATFORM refers to a collaborative platform which allows stakeholders to co-create for design modelling, design review, project management, progress monitoring and optimisation of cost and constructability.
The shared design information on such a platform should remain consistent among all stakeholders at all time.
The platform in this survey can refer to an existing one available in the market, euch as Autodesk Revit/ BIM360, Graphisoft ArchiCAD/ BIMcloud; or a modified version of an existing one; or a completely new one to be developed.
PLATFORM

Autodesk Revit/BIM360 Graphisoft ArchiCAD/BIMcloud

BIM-BASED PLATFORM provides measurable data for progress tracking, risk management, trust-building and benchmark of deliverables for quality control and trade tendering, and supports integrated design management.
BIM-BASED PLATFORM BIM

PLATFORM-BASED INTEGRATION refers to a management model which integrates processes and stakeholders in project collaboration through collaborative platforms.

PLATFORM-BASED INTEGRATION 

BACKGROUND INFORMATION

i Please select the role(s) that best describe your experience and background? (please pick min:1, max:all boxes)
? ( :1 :3 )

Researcher/ academia professional 

Project owner/ developer/ investor/ building business manager 

Project manager 

Architect/ architectural designer 

BIM manager, interface manager, BIM coordinator BIM /BIM

Design engineer (e.g. structural engineer, MEP engineer)  ( , MEP )

General contractor 

Digital fabrication contractor 

Platform developer (e.g. software engineer)

Platform manager/ investor /

Contract manager/ lawyer/policy-maker / /

Consultant

do not know/decline to answer /

Other: (please specify) )

ii Please indicate your experience in the following field(s)?
? ( 1 )

Digital Fabrication 
BIM

Software Development

Design Construction 

No experience 

Less than 1 year of experience 1

Between 1 and 5 years of experience 1 5

More than 5 years of experience 5

do not know/decline to answer /

iii Please indicate the market(s) in which you have experience? (please pick min:1, max:all boxes)

? ( 1 )

Africa 

Asia 

Australasia 

Europe 

Middle East

North America 

South America 

do not know/decline to answer /

Optional to specify : __________________________

PLATFORM OPERATIONAL REQUIREMENTS 

A TECHNICAL - DIGITAL FABRICATION SPECIFIC  - 

In this section, we would like to understand what digital fabrication-related information is needed in the design process in a construction project.

A1 Which fabrication-related information is the most essential to the design process? (please tick min:1, max:3 boxes)

? ( :1 :3 )

Machine constraints (e.g. min/max cutting length) : / )

Project implication (e.g. performance, cost, duration) : )

Machine codes (e.g. G-codes, path-planning) G )

Design specification and configuration 

Fabrication sequence and approach 

Fabrication standards (e.g. ISO-9000 quality management) : ISO-9000 )

No fabrication-related information is needed in the design process 

do not know/decline to answer /

Other: (please specify) )

A1.1 At which project stage is fabrication-related information first needed? (please choose from the dropdown menu)

?( )
⏏ Strategic Definition, Feasibility Study, Schematic Design, Detailed Design, Technical Design, Documentation, Construction, Handover, Operation, Not Applicable

A2 What are the primary motivations for you to design for digital fabrication over traditional fabrication processes? (please tick min:1, max:3 boxes)

? ( :1 :3 )

Increase geometrical complexity and architectural form 

Reduce construction complexity compared to traditional fabrication of the same design 

Reduce construction cost compared to traditional fabrication of the same design 

Reduce human dependency and errors 

Integrate design and production in the supply chain 

Bring advantages of production knowledge earlier into the design process 

do not know/decline to answer /

Other: (please specify) )

A3 What aspect(s) in design modelling is/are the most essential for successful digital fabrication? (please tick min:1, max:3 boxes)

? ( :1 :3 )

Collaboration in a common virtual environment (e.g. a shared modelling interface) : )

Modelling follows the fabrication approach/ sequence /

Tight feedback loops for schedule and cost estimates 

Coding interface for fabrication machinery (if known) )

Connections with computer-aided manufacturing/process planning (CAM/CAPP) system (if known) /  ( )

Parametric modelling capacity 

do not know/decline to answer /

Other: (please specify) )

A4 What aspect(s) in design review is/are the most essential for successful digital fabrication? (please tick min:1, max:3 boxes)

? ( :1 :3 )
Collaboration in a common virtual environment (e.g. a shared modelling interface) : )

Coding interface for fabrication machinery (if known) )

Process visualisation and simulation 

Factory setup/virtual commissioning visualisation (if new machinery is required) )

Virtual reality/ augmented reality supportive interface VR /AR

Demonstration of the fabrication intents (e.g. digital twinning the fabrication machines) : )

do not know/decline to answer /

Other: (please specify) )

A5 What content(s) in design documentation is/are the most essential for successful digital fabrication? (please tick min:1, max:3 boxes)

?( :1 :3 )
Model ontology and configuration to match the fabrication approach 

Fabrication codes and specification 

Reliability matrix and fabrication health & safety-related matrix 

Exact quantity takeoff for a specified fabrication approach 

Supply-chain information and matrix 

Information about the process simulation and commissioning 

do not know/decline to answer /

Other: (please specify) )

Digital Twin refers to a virtual model or replica of assets, processes, systems, and other entities

Data in a digital twin include BIM and 3D models, 2D information, schedules, contracts, construction documents and operational data collected by the embedded sensors.

BIM 3D 2D

A6 To what extent should a digital twin in fabrication be prepared for digital fabrication? (please tick min:1, max:1 box)

? (1 )

A digital twin strategy should be included for project tendering 

A digital twin ready design model should be included in the project contract

A physical mockup can test the digital twin technology before tendering 
No digital twin is necessary but virtual commissioning is needed in case of a new machinery setup

Neither digital twin nor virtual commissioning is necessary 

do not know/decline to answer /

Other: (please specify) )

iii Please indicate the market(s) in which you have experience? (please pick min:1, max:all boxes)

? ( 1 )

Africa 

Asia 

Australasia 

Europe 

Middle East

North America 

South America 

do not know/decline to answer /

Optional to specify : __________________________

PLATFORM OPERATIONAL REQUIREMENTS 

A TECHNICAL - DIGITAL FABRICATION SPECIFIC  -

In this section, we would like to understand what digital fabrication-related information is needed in the design process in a construction project.

A1 Which fabrication-related information is the most essential to the design process? (please tick min:1, max:3 boxes)

? ( :1 :3 )

Machine constraints (e.g. min/max cutting length) : / )

Project implication (e.g. performance, cost, duration) : )

Machine codes (e.g. G-codes, path-planning) G )

Design specification and configuration 

Fabrication sequence and approach 

Fabrication standards (e.g. ISO-9000 quality management) : ISO-9000 )

No fabrication-related information is needed in the design process 

do not know/decline to answer /

Other: (please specify) )

A1.1 At which project stage is fabrication-related information first needed? (please choose from the dropdown menu)

?( )
⏏ Strategic Definition, Feasibility Study, Schematic Design, Detailed Design, Technical Design, Documentation, Construction, Handover, Operation, Not Applicable

A2 What are the primary motivations for you to design for digital fabrication over traditional fabrication processes? (please tick min:1, max:3 boxes)

? ( :1 :3 )

Increase geometrical complexity and architectural form 

Reduce construction complexity compared to traditional fabrication of the same design 

Reduce construction cost compared to traditional fabrication of the same design 

Reduce human dependency and errors 

Integrate design and production in the supply chain 

Bring advantages of production knowledge earlier into the design process 

do not know/decline to answer /

Other: (please specify) )

A3 What aspect(s) in design modelling is/are the most essential for successful digital fabrication? (please tick min:1, max:3 boxes)

? ( :1 :3 )

Collaboration in a common virtual environment (e.g. a shared modelling interface) : )

Modelling follows the fabrication approach/ sequence /

Tight feedback loops for schedule and cost estimates 

Coding interface for fabrication machinery (if known) )

Connections with computer-aided manufacturing/process planning (CAM/CAPP) system (if known) /  ( )

Parametric modelling capacity 

do not know/decline to answer /

Other: (please specify) )

A4 What aspect(s) in design review is/are the most essential for successful digital fabrication? (please tick min:1, max:3 boxes)

? ( :1 :3 )
Collaboration in a common virtual environment (e.g. a shared modelling interface) : )

Coding interface for fabrication machinery (if known) )

Process visualisation and simulation 

Factory setup/virtual commissioning visualisation (if new machinery is required) )

Virtual reality/ augmented reality supportive interface VR /AR

Demonstration of the fabrication intents (e.g. digital twinning the fabrication machines) : )

do not know/decline to answer /

Other: (please specify) )

A5 What content(s) in design documentation is/are the most essential for successful digital fabrication? (please tick min:1, max:3 boxes)

?( :1 :3 )
Model ontology and configuration to match the fabrication approach 

Fabrication codes and specification 

Reliability matrix and fabrication health & safety-related matrix 

Exact quantity takeoff for a specified fabrication approach 

Supply-chain information and matrix 

Information about the process simulation and commissioning 

do not know/decline to answer /

Other: (please specify) )

Digital Twin refers to a virtual model or replica of assets, processes, systems, and other entities

Data in a digital twin include BIM and 3D models, 2D information, schedules, contracts, construction documents and operational data collected by the embedded sensors.

BIM 3D 2D

A6 To what extent should a digital twin in fabrication be prepared for digital fabrication? (please tick min:1, max:1 box)

? (1 )

A digital twin strategy should be included for project tendering 

A digital twin ready design model should be included in the project contract

A physical mockup can test the digital twin technology before tendering 
No digital twin is necessary but virtual commissioning is needed in case of a new machinery setup

Neither digital twin nor virtual commissioning is necessary 

do not know/decline to answer /

Other: (please specify) )

iii Please indicate the market(s) in which you have experience? (please pick min:1, max:all boxes)

? ( 1 )

Africa 

Asia 

Australasia 

Europe 

Middle East

North America 

South America 

do not know/decline to answer /

Optional to specify : __________________________

PLATFORM OPERATIONAL REQUIREMENTS 

A TECHNICAL - DIGITAL FABRICATION SPECIFIC  -

In this section, we would like to understand what digital fabrication-related information is needed in the design process in a construction project.

A1 Which fabrication-related information is the most essential to the design process? (please tick min:1, max:3 boxes)

? ( :1 :3 )

Machine constraints (e.g. min/max cutting length) : / )

Project implication (e.g. performance, cost, duration) : )

Machine codes (e.g. G-codes, path-planning) G )

Design specification and configuration 

Fabrication sequence and approach 

Fabrication standards (e.g. ISO-9000 quality management) : ISO-9000 )

No fabrication-related information is needed in the design process 

do not know/decline to answer /

Other: (please specify) )

A1.1 At which project stage is fabrication-related information first needed? (please choose from the dropdown menu)

?( )
⏏ Strategic Definition, Feasibility Study, Schematic Design, Detailed Design, Technical Design, Documentation, Construction, Handover, Operation, Not Applicable

A2 What are the primary motivations for you to design for digital fabrication over traditional fabrication processes? (please tick min:1, max:3 boxes)

? ( :1 :3 )

Increase geometrical complexity and architectural form 

Reduce construction complexity compared to traditional fabrication of the same design 

Reduce construction cost compared to traditional fabrication of the same design 

Reduce human dependency and errors 

Integrate design and production in the supply chain 

Bring advantages of production knowledge earlier into the design process 

do not know/decline to answer /

Other: (please specify) )

A3 What aspect(s) in design modelling is/are the most essential for successful digital fabrication? (please tick min:1, max:3 boxes)

? ( :1 :3 )

Collaboration in a common virtual environment (e.g. a shared modelling interface) : )

Modelling follows the fabrication approach/ sequence /

Tight feedback loops for schedule and cost estimates 

Coding interface for fabrication machinery (if known) )

Connections with computer-aided manufacturing/process planning (CAM/CAPP) system (if known) /  ( )

Parametric modelling capacity 

do not know/decline to answer /

Other: (please specify) )

A4 What aspect(s) in design review is/are the most essential for successful digital fabrication? (please tick min:1, max:3 boxes)

? ( :1 :3 )
Collaboration in a common virtual environment (e.g. a shared modelling interface) : )

Coding interface for fabrication machinery (if known) )

Process visualisation and simulation 

Factory setup/virtual commissioning visualisation (if new machinery is required) )

Virtual reality/ augmented reality supportive interface VR /AR

Demonstration of the fabrication intents (e.g. digital twinning the fabrication machines) : )

do not know/decline to answer /

Other: (please specify) )

A5 What content(s) in design documentation is/are the most essential for successful digital fabrication? (please tick min:1, max:3 boxes)

?( :1 :3 )
Model ontology and configuration to match the fabrication approach 

Fabrication codes and specification 

Reliability matrix and fabrication health & safety-related matrix 

Exact quantity takeoff for a specified fabrication approach 

Supply-chain information and matrix 

Information about the process simulation and commissioning 

do not know/decline to answer /

Other: (please specify) )

Digital Twin refers to a virtual model or replica of assets, processes, systems, and other entities

Data in a digital twin include BIM and 3D models, 2D information, schedules, contracts, construction documents and operational data collected by the embedded sensors.

BIM 3D 2D

A6 To what extent should a digital twin in fabrication be prepared for digital fabrication? (please tick min:1, max:1 box)

? (1 )

A digital twin strategy should be included for project tendering 

A digital twin ready design model should be included in the project contract

A physical mockup can test the digital twin technology before tendering 
No digital twin is necessary but virtual commissioning is needed in case of a new machinery setup

Neither digital twin nor virtual commissioning is necessary 

do not know/decline to answer /

Other: (please specify) )

iii Please indicate the market(s) in which you have experience? (please pick min:1, max:all boxes)

? ( 1 )

Africa 

Asia 

Australasia 

Europe 

Middle East

North America 

South America 

do not know/decline to answer /

Optional to specify : __________________________

PLATFORM OPERATIONAL REQUIREMENTS 

A TECHNICAL - DIGITAL FABRICATION SPECIFIC  -

In this section, we would like to understand what digital fabrication-related information is needed in the design process in a construction project.

A1 Which fabrication-related information is the most essential to the design process? (please tick min:1, max:3 boxes)

? ( :1 :3 )

Machine constraints (e.g. min/max cutting length) : / )

Project implication (e.g. performance, cost, duration) : )

Machine codes (e.g. G-codes, path-planning) G )

Design specification and configuration 

Fabrication sequence and approach 

Fabrication standards (e.g. ISO-9000 quality management) : ISO-9000 )

No fabrication-related information is needed in the design process 

do not know/decline to answer /

Other: (please specify) )

A1.1 At which project stage is fabrication-related information first needed? (please choose from the dropdown menu)

?( )
⏏ Strategic Definition, Feasibility Study, Schematic Design, Detailed Design, Technical Design, Documentation, Construction, Handover, Operation, Not Applicable

A2 What are the primary motivations for you to design for digital fabrication over traditional fabrication processes? (please tick min:1, max:3 boxes)

? ( :1 :3 )

Increase geometrical complexity and architectural form 

Reduce construction complexity compared to traditional fabrication of the same design 

Reduce construction cost compared to traditional fabrication of the same design 

Reduce human dependency and errors 

Integrate design and production in the supply chain 

Bring advantages of production knowledge earlier into the design process 

do not know/decline to answer /

Other: (please specify) )

A3 What aspect(s) in design modelling is/are the most essential for successful digital fabrication? (please tick min:1, max:3 boxes)

? ( :1 :3 )

Collaboration in a common virtual environment (e.g. a shared modelling interface) : )

Modelling follows the fabrication approach/ sequence /

Tight feedback loops for schedule and cost estimates 

Coding interface for fabrication machinery (if known) )

Connections with computer-aided manufacturing/process planning (CAM/CAPP) system (if known) /  ( )

Parametric modelling capacity 

do not know/decline to answer /

Other: (please specify) )

A4 What aspect(s) in design review is/are the most essential for successful digital fabrication? (please tick min:1, max:3 boxes)

? ( :1 :3 )
Collaboration in a common virtual environment (e.g. a shared modelling interface) : )

Coding interface for fabrication machinery (if known) )

Process visualisation and simulation 

Factory setup/virtual commissioning visualisation (if new machinery is required) )

Virtual reality/ augmented reality supportive interface VR /AR

Demonstration of the fabrication intents (e.g. digital twinning the fabrication machines) : )

do not know/decline to answer /

Other: (please specify) )

A5 What content(s) in design documentation is/are the most essential for successful digital fabrication? (please tick min:1, max:3 boxes)

?( :1 :3 )
Model ontology and configuration to match the fabrication approach 

Fabrication codes and specification 

Reliability matrix and fabrication health & safety-related matrix 

Exact quantity takeoff for a specified fabrication approach 

Supply-chain information and matrix 

Information about the process simulation and commissioning 

do not know/decline to answer /

Other: (please specify) )

Digital Twin refers to a virtual model or replica of assets, processes, systems, and other entities

Data in a digital twin include BIM and 3D models, 2D information, schedules, contracts, construction documents and operational data collected by the embedded sensors.

BIM 3D 2D

A6 To what extent should a digital twin in fabrication be prepared for digital fabrication? (please tick min:1, max:1 box)

? (1 )

A digital twin strategy should be included for project tendering 

A digital twin ready design model should be included in the project contract 

A physical mockup can test the digital twin technology before tendering 
No digital twin is necessary but virtual commissioning is needed in case of a new machinery setup 

Neither digital twin nor virtual commissioning is necessary 

do not know/decline to answer /

Other: (please specify) )
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CHAIR OF INNOVATIVE AND INDUSTRIAL CONSTRUCTION, IBI, D-BAUG, ETH ZÜRICH 

an ONLINE SURVEY 

Industry needs analysis on collaboration and integration platforms to manage the design process of digital fabrication
( )

The purpose of this survey is to better understand the requirements of a model-based platform and platform-based integration to manage and implement digital fabrication during the design stage in construction projects.
This survey takes a socio-technical perspective and includes questions regarding technical, technological, organizational, and contractual themes. The results of this survey will inform future research on potentials for a 
collaboration platform that allows for interdisciplinary co-creation of digital fabrication.

The information you provide will be kept completely confidential under the General Data Protection Regulations and merely used for research purposes. No personal or organisational information will be revealed in any research outputs or 
shared with any third party.
The survey is calibrated to take 10-15 minutes to complete.

At the conclusion of the survey, you may indicate if you wish to receive a summary of the preliminary findings from this survey.

Thank you very much for your participation.

(socio-
technical) (co-create)
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CHAIR OF INNOVATIVE AND INDUSTRIAL CONSTRUCTION, ETH ZÜRICH 

Charmaine M.S. Ng 吳 , SIA/ETH RIBA ARB LEED AP BD+C

ng@ibi.baug.ethz.ch

Marcella M. M. Bonanomi, PhD
bonanomi@ibi.baug.ethz.ch

Daniel M. Hall, Prof PhD
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QUESTION TYPES OVERVIEW 

Background
Information 

Operational Requirements Management Requirements 
A. Technical B. Technological C. Organisational D. Contractual E. Business Model total

no. of questions 3 6 4 2 3 3 21

DESIGN STAGES TERMINOLOGY 

country Switzerland United Kingdom Italy U.S.A. Japan Singapore

Terms in this survey SIA Leistungsmodell RIBA Plan of work 2020 ITA Procurement AIA Phases of Design TAAF BCA Stages

Strategic Definition 1. Strategische Planung 0. Strategic Definition progetto di fattibilità tecnico-
economica

Project Brief (kikaku) Project Brief

Feasibility Study 2. Vorstudien 1. Preparation & Brief Pre-design/ Concept
(kihonsekkei) Concept Design

Schematic Design 3.1 Vorprojekt 2. Concept Design progetto preliminare Schematic Design

Detailed Design 3.2 Bauprojekt 3. Spatial Coordination progetto definitivo
Design Development

(jisshisekkei)

Detailed Design

Technical Design
4. Ausschreibung 4. Technical Design progetto esecutivo Pre-Construction

Documentation Construction Documentation

Construction 5. Ausfürhung 5. Manufacturing & Construction costruzione Construction (koujikanri) Construction

Handover 5.3 Inbetriebnahme 6. Handover collaudo e consegna Commission (kanryokensa)
Post-Completion

Operation 6. Bewirtschaftung 7. Use uso e manutenzione Occupancy (tatemonoshiyō)

DEFINITIONS 
DIGITAL FABRICATION refers to data-driven production, which combines design and construction into an integrated process through programming language tasks to control machines to complete manufacturing tasks.
It includes tools such as Computer Numerical Control (CNC), robotics and 3D printers.
DIGITAL FABRICATION

CNC 3D

BUILDING INFORMATION MODELLING (BIM) is a cross-disciplinary set of policies, processes and technologies.

It generates a "methodology to manage the essential building design and project data in digital format throughout the building life-cycle".
It includes not only software that allows the geometrical modelling and the input of information but also  project management related tools and processes.
BUILDING INFORMATION MODELLING (BIM) BIM

PLATFORM refers to a collaborative platform which allows stakeholders to co-create for design modelling, design review, project management, progress monitoring and optimisation of cost and constructability.
The shared design information on such a platform should remain consistent among all stakeholders at all time.
The platform in this survey can refer to an existing one available in the market, euch as Autodesk Revit/ BIM360, Graphisoft ArchiCAD/ BIMcloud; or a modified version of an existing one; or a completely new one to be developed.
PLATFORM

Autodesk Revit/BIM360 Graphisoft ArchiCAD/BIMcloud

BIM-BASED PLATFORM provides measurable data for progress tracking, risk management, trust-building and benchmark of deliverables for quality control and trade tendering, and supports integrated design management.
BIM-BASED PLATFORM BIM

PLATFORM-BASED INTEGRATION refers to a management model which integrates processes and stakeholders in project collaboration through collaborative platforms.

PLATFORM-BASED INTEGRATION 

BACKGROUND INFORMATION

i Please select the role(s) that best describe your experience and background? (please pick min:1, max:all boxes)
? ( :1 :3 )

Researcher/ academia professional 

Project owner/ developer/ investor/ building business manager 

Project manager 

Architect/ architectural designer 

BIM manager, interface manager, BIM coordinator BIM /BIM

Design engineer (e.g. structural engineer, MEP engineer)  ( , MEP )

General contractor 

Digital fabrication contractor 

Platform developer (e.g. software engineer)

Platform manager/ investor /

Contract manager/ lawyer/policy-maker / /

Consultant

do not know/decline to answer /

Other: (please specify) )

ii Please indicate your experience in the following field(s)?
? ( 1 )

Digital Fabrication 
BIM

Software Development

Design Construction 

No experience 

Less than 1 year of experience 1

Between 1 and 5 years of experience 1 5

More than 5 years of experience 5

do not know/decline to answer /

iii Please indicate the market(s) in which you have experience? (please pick min:1, max:all boxes)

? ( 1 )

Africa 

Asia 

Australasia 

Europe 

Middle East

North America 

South America 

do not know/decline to answer /

Optional to specify : __________________________

PLATFORM OPERATIONAL REQUIREMENTS 

A TECHNICAL - DIGITAL FABRICATION SPECIFIC  -

In this section, we would like to understand what digital fabrication-related information is needed in the design process in a construction project.

A1 Which fabrication-related information is the most essential to the design process? (please tick min:1, max:3 boxes)

? ( :1 :3 )

Machine constraints (e.g. min/max cutting length) : / )

Project implication (e.g. performance, cost, duration) : )

Machine codes (e.g. G-codes, path-planning) G )

Design specification and configuration 

Fabrication sequence and approach 

Fabrication standards (e.g. ISO-9000 quality management) : ISO-9000 )

No fabrication-related information is needed in the design process 

do not know/decline to answer /

Other: (please specify) )

A1.1 At which project stage is fabrication-related information first needed? (please choose from the dropdown menu)

?( )
⏏ Strategic Definition, Feasibility Study, Schematic Design, Detailed Design, Technical Design, Documentation, Construction, Handover, Operation, Not Applicable

A2 What are the primary motivations for you to design for digital fabrication over traditional fabrication processes? (please tick min:1, max:3 boxes)

? ( :1 :3 )

Increase geometrical complexity and architectural form 

Reduce construction complexity compared to traditional fabrication of the same design 

Reduce construction cost compared to traditional fabrication of the same design 

Reduce human dependency and errors 

Integrate design and production in the supply chain 

Bring advantages of production knowledge earlier into the design process 

do not know/decline to answer /

Other: (please specify) )

A3 What aspect(s) in design modelling is/are the most essential for successful digital fabrication? (please tick min:1, max:3 boxes)

? ( :1 :3 )

Collaboration in a common virtual environment (e.g. a shared modelling interface) : )

Modelling follows the fabrication approach/ sequence /

Tight feedback loops for schedule and cost estimates 

Coding interface for fabrication machinery (if known) )

Connections with computer-aided manufacturing/process planning (CAM/CAPP) system (if known) /  ( )

Parametric modelling capacity 

do not know/decline to answer /

Other: (please specify) )

A4 What aspect(s) in design review is/are the most essential for successful digital fabrication? (please tick min:1, max:3 boxes)

? ( :1 :3 )
Collaboration in a common virtual environment (e.g. a shared modelling interface) : )

Coding interface for fabrication machinery (if known) )

Process visualisation and simulation 

Factory setup/virtual commissioning visualisation (if new machinery is required) )

Virtual reality/ augmented reality supportive interface VR /AR

Demonstration of the fabrication intents (e.g. digital twinning the fabrication machines) : )

do not know/decline to answer /

Other: (please specify) )

A5 What content(s) in design documentation is/are the most essential for successful digital fabrication? (please tick min:1, max:3 boxes)

?( :1 :3 )
Model ontology and configuration to match the fabrication approach 

Fabrication codes and specification 

Reliability matrix and fabrication health & safety-related matrix 

Exact quantity takeoff for a specified fabrication approach 

Supply-chain information and matrix 

Information about the process simulation and commissioning 

do not know/decline to answer /

Other: (please specify) )

Digital Twin refers to a virtual model or replica of assets, processes, systems, and other entities

Data in a digital twin include BIM and 3D models, 2D information, schedules, contracts, construction documents and operational data collected by the embedded sensors.

BIM 3D 2D

A6 To what extent should a digital twin in fabrication be prepared for digital fabrication? (please tick min:1, max:1 box)

? (1 )

A digital twin strategy should be included for project tendering 

A digital twin ready design model should be included in the project contract

A physical mockup can test the digital twin technology before tendering 
No digital twin is necessary but virtual commissioning is needed in case of a new machinery setup

Neither digital twin nor virtual commissioning is necessary 

do not know/decline to answer /

Other: (please specify) )

B TECHNOLOGICAL - PLATFORM SPECIFIC  - 

In this section, we would like to understand how a platform can support a BIM-based design process of digital fabrication in a construction project.
BIM

B1 What software/program language(s) do you usually use for digital fabrication programming? (please tick min:1, max:3 boxes)

? ( :1 :3 )

Rhino plugins (e.g. Grasshopper, RoboDK, KUKA|prc)

Dynamo plugins (e.g. Machina, Zero Touch)

RobotStudio

MATLAB
Python

C++

C#

Java

JavaScript

No experience in digital fabrication programming 

do not know/decline to answer /

Other: (please specify) )

B2 How should the machine code (e.g. G-code) be supported for editing on the platform? (please tick min:1, max:3 boxes)

( : G ) ?( :1 :3 )

As original code editable in an internal source code interface 

As original code for view and comment only 

Adopted in an integrated visual programming language (e.g. Dynamo) : Dynamo)

Adopted as a dataset in the specification 

Linked to external source code platform (e.g. Github) : Github

No support is necessary 

do not know/decline to answer /

Other: (please specify) )

B2.1 At which stage is the machine code first needed? (please choose from the dropdown menu)

? ( )
⏏ Strategic Definition, Feasibility Study, Schematic Design, Detailed Design, Technical Design, Documentation, Construction, Handover, Operation, Not Applicable

B3 Which digital fabrication information, if shared on an online cloud platform, would most benefit the design process? (please tick min:1, max:3 boxes)

? ( :1 :3 )
3D modelling interface 3D

Model ontology and configuration 

Fabrication machine code (e.g. G-code, path-planning) : G )

Scheduling & process simulation/ animation /

Documentation (e.g. drawings, specification, request for information (RFI) matrix) RFI )

Immersive design review (e.g. VR virtual meeting) : VR )

no online information is needed

do not know/decline to answer /

Other: (please specify) )

B3.1 At which project stage would the above cloud-based sharing of model information be most helpful? (please choose from the dropdown menu)

? ( )

⏏ Strategic Definition, Feasibility Study, Schematic Design, Detailed Design, Technical Design, Documentation, Construction, Handover, Operation, Not Applicable

B4 If a collaboration platform was created, what supporting function(s) for communication and knowledge sharing would be most useful to you? (please tick min:1, max:3 boxes)

? ( :1 :3 )

Instant messaging/mailing tool (e.g. Skype for business, Yamm) /

Drawing-related communication tool (e.g. Bluebeam)

Graphic project management tool (e.g. Trello)

Large-size file sharing (e.g. Wetransfer)

Virtual workplace organisational tool (e.g. Slack)

Collaborative source code management (e.g. Github)

do not know/decline to answer /

Other: (please specify) )

PLATFORM-BASED MANAGEMENT REQUIREMENTS 

C ORGANISATIONAL - PEOPLE SPECIFIC  -

In this section, we would like to understand what organisation (people) related information is needed in the BIM-based design process of digital fabrication.
BIM

Please read the definitions to answer the questions below:
DFAB MANAGER refers to the role who defines and manages the strategies of digital fabrication in the design process of a construction project.

DFAB 

DFAB PROGRAMMER refers to the role who works on the digital fabrication programming in the design process of a construction project

DFAB

DFAB ENGINEER refers to the role who works on the digital fabrication engineering design in the design process of a construction project.

DFAB 

DFAB DESIGN COORDINATOR refers to a role who works on coordinations between the project design and the digital fabrication.

DFAB 

DFAB BIM COORDINATOR refers to a role who works on coordinations between the BIM model(s) and data and the digital fabrication.

DFAB BIM BIM

C1 In your opinion, how should following roles participate in the design process of a digital fabrication project?

? ( 1 )
DFAB manager DFAB programmer DFAB engineer DFAB design coordinator DFAB BIM coordinator

As an external consultant

As member of the architect team 

As member of the engineer team 

As member of the GC team 

As member of the client team 

No participation is necessary 

do not know/decline to answer /

Other: (please specify) )

C2 When are the following roles required in the design process of digital fabrication projects?

? ( 1 )
DFAB Manager DFAB programmer DFAB engineer DFAB design coordinator DFAB BIM coordinator

Strategic Definition 

Feasibility Study 

Schematic Design 

Detailed Design 

Technical Design 

Documentation 

Construction 

Handover 

Operation 

Not required

do not know/decline to answer /

B TECHNOLOGICAL - PLATFORM SPECIFIC  -

In this section, we would like to understand how a platform can support a BIM-based design process of digital fabrication in a construction project.
BIM

B1 What software/program language(s) do you usually use for digital fabrication programming? (please tick min:1, max:3 boxes)

? ( :1 :3 )

Rhino plugins (e.g. Grasshopper, RoboDK, KUKA|prc)

Dynamo plugins (e.g. Machina, Zero Touch)

RobotStudio

MATLAB
Python

C++

C#

Java

JavaScript

No experience in digital fabrication programming 

do not know/decline to answer /

Other: (please specify) )

B2 How should the machine code (e.g. G-code) be supported for editing on the platform? (please tick min:1, max:3 boxes)

( : G ) ?( :1 :3 )

As original code editable in an internal source code interface 

As original code for view and comment only 

Adopted in an integrated visual programming language (e.g. Dynamo) : Dynamo) 

Adopted as a dataset in the specification 

Linked to external source code platform (e.g. Github) : Github

No support is necessary 

do not know/decline to answer /

Other: (please specify) )

B2.1 At which stage is the machine code first needed? (please choose from the dropdown menu)

? ( )
⏏ Strategic Definition, Feasibility Study, Schematic Design, Detailed Design, Technical Design, Documentation, Construction, Handover, Operation, Not Applicable

B3 Which digital fabrication information, if shared on an online cloud platform, would most benefit the design process? (please tick min:1, max:3 boxes)

? ( :1 :3 )
3D modelling interface 3D

Model ontology and configuration 

Fabrication machine code (e.g. G-code, path-planning) : G )

Scheduling & process simulation/ animation /

Documentation (e.g. drawings, specification, request for information (RFI) matrix) RFI )

Immersive design review (e.g. VR virtual meeting) : VR )

no online information is needed

do not know/decline to answer /

Other: (please specify) )

B3.1 At which project stage would the above cloud-based sharing of model information be most helpful? (please choose from the dropdown menu)

? ( )

⏏ Strategic Definition, Feasibility Study, Schematic Design, Detailed Design, Technical Design, Documentation, Construction, Handover, Operation, Not Applicable

B4 If a collaboration platform was created, what supporting function(s) for communication and knowledge sharing would be most useful to you? (please tick min:1, max:3 boxes)

? ( :1 :3 )

Instant messaging/mailing tool (e.g. Skype for business, Yamm) /

Drawing-related communication tool (e.g. Bluebeam)

Graphic project management tool (e.g. Trello)

Large-size file sharing (e.g. Wetransfer)

Virtual workplace organisational tool (e.g. Slack)

Collaborative source code management (e.g. Github)

do not know/decline to answer /

Other: (please specify) )

PLATFORM-BASED MANAGEMENT REQUIREMENTS 

C ORGANISATIONAL - PEOPLE SPECIFIC  -

In this section, we would like to understand what organisation (people) related information is needed in the BIM-based design process of digital fabrication.
BIM

Please read the definitions to answer the questions below:
DFAB MANAGER refers to the role who defines and manages the strategies of digital fabrication in the design process of a construction project.

DFAB 

DFAB PROGRAMMER refers to the role who works on the digital fabrication programming in the design process of a construction project

DFAB

DFAB ENGINEER refers to the role who works on the digital fabrication engineering design in the design process of a construction project.

DFAB 

DFAB DESIGN COORDINATOR refers to a role who works on coordinations between the project design and the digital fabrication.

DFAB 

DFAB BIM COORDINATOR refers to a role who works on coordinations between the BIM model(s) and data and the digital fabrication.

DFAB BIM BIM

C1 In your opinion, how should following roles participate in the design process of a digital fabrication project?

? ( 1 )
DFAB manager DFAB programmer DFAB engineer DFAB design coordinator DFAB BIM coordinator

As an external consultant

As member of the architect team 

As member of the engineer team 

As member of the GC team 

As member of the client team 

No participation is necessary 

do not know/decline to answer /

Other: (please specify) )

C2 When are the following roles required in the design process of digital fabrication projects?

? ( 1 )
DFAB Manager DFAB programmer DFAB engineer DFAB design coordinator DFAB BIM coordinator

Strategic Definition 

Feasibility Study 

Schematic Design 

Detailed Design 

Technical Design 

Documentation 

Construction 

Handover 

Operation 

Not required

do not know/decline to answer /

iii Please indicate the market(s) in which you have experience? (please pick min:1, max:all boxes)

? ( 1 )

Africa 

Asia 

Australasia 

Europe 

Middle East

North America 

South America 

do not know/decline to answer /

Optional to specify : __________________________

PLATFORM OPERATIONAL REQUIREMENTS 

A TECHNICAL - DIGITAL FABRICATION SPECIFIC  -

In this section, we would like to understand what digital fabrication-related information is needed in the design process in a construction project.

A1 Which fabrication-related information is the most essential to the design process? (please tick min:1, max:3 boxes)

? ( :1 :3 )

Machine constraints (e.g. min/max cutting length) : / )

Project implication (e.g. performance, cost, duration) : )

Machine codes (e.g. G-codes, path-planning) G )

Design specification and configuration 

Fabrication sequence and approach 

Fabrication standards (e.g. ISO-9000 quality management) : ISO-9000 )

No fabrication-related information is needed in the design process 

do not know/decline to answer /

Other: (please specify) )

A1.1 At which project stage is fabrication-related information first needed? (please choose from the dropdown menu)

?( )
⏏ Strategic Definition, Feasibility Study, Schematic Design, Detailed Design, Technical Design, Documentation, Construction, Handover, Operation, Not Applicable

A2 What are the primary motivations for you to design for digital fabrication over traditional fabrication processes? (please tick min:1, max:3 boxes)

? ( :1 :3 )

Increase geometrical complexity and architectural form 

Reduce construction complexity compared to traditional fabrication of the same design 

Reduce construction cost compared to traditional fabrication of the same design 

Reduce human dependency and errors 

Integrate design and production in the supply chain 

Bring advantages of production knowledge earlier into the design process 

do not know/decline to answer /

Other: (please specify) )

A3 What aspect(s) in design modelling is/are the most essential for successful digital fabrication? (please tick min:1, max:3 boxes)

? ( :1 :3 )

Collaboration in a common virtual environment (e.g. a shared modelling interface) : )

Modelling follows the fabrication approach/ sequence /

Tight feedback loops for schedule and cost estimates 

Coding interface for fabrication machinery (if known) )

Connections with computer-aided manufacturing/process planning (CAM/CAPP) system (if known) /  ( )

Parametric modelling capacity 

do not know/decline to answer /

Other: (please specify) )

A4 What aspect(s) in design review is/are the most essential for successful digital fabrication? (please tick min:1, max:3 boxes)

? ( :1 :3 )
Collaboration in a common virtual environment (e.g. a shared modelling interface) : )

Coding interface for fabrication machinery (if known) )

Process visualisation and simulation 

Factory setup/virtual commissioning visualisation (if new machinery is required) )

Virtual reality/ augmented reality supportive interface VR /AR

Demonstration of the fabrication intents (e.g. digital twinning the fabrication machines) : )

do not know/decline to answer /

Other: (please specify) )

A5 What content(s) in design documentation is/are the most essential for successful digital fabrication? (please tick min:1, max:3 boxes)

?( :1 :3 )
Model ontology and configuration to match the fabrication approach 

Fabrication codes and specification 

Reliability matrix and fabrication health & safety-related matrix 

Exact quantity takeoff for a specified fabrication approach 

Supply-chain information and matrix 

Information about the process simulation and commissioning 

do not know/decline to answer /

Other: (please specify) )

Digital Twin refers to a virtual model or replica of assets, processes, systems, and other entities

Data in a digital twin include BIM and 3D models, 2D information, schedules, contracts, construction documents and operational data collected by the embedded sensors.

BIM 3D 2D

A6 To what extent should a digital twin in fabrication be prepared for digital fabrication? (please tick min:1, max:1 box)

? (1 )

A digital twin strategy should be included for project tendering 

A digital twin ready design model should be included in the project contract

A physical mockup can test the digital twin technology before tendering 
No digital twin is necessary but virtual commissioning is needed in case of a new machinery setup

Neither digital twin nor virtual commissioning is necessary 

do not know/decline to answer /

Other: (please specify) )
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CHAIR OF INNOVATIVE AND INDUSTRIAL CONSTRUCTION, IBI, D-BAUG, ETH ZÜRICH 

an ONLINE SURVEY 

Industry needs analysis on collaboration and integration platforms to manage the design process of digital fabrication
( )

The purpose of this survey is to better understand the requirements of a model-based platform and platform-based integration to manage and implement digital fabrication during the design stage in construction projects.
This survey takes a socio-technical perspective and includes questions regarding technical, technological, organizational, and contractual themes. The results of this survey will inform future research on potentials for a 
collaboration platform that allows for interdisciplinary co-creation of digital fabrication.

The information you provide will be kept completely confidential under the General Data Protection Regulations and merely used for research purposes. No personal or organisational information will be revealed in any research outputs or 
shared with any third party.
The survey is calibrated to take 10-15 minutes to complete.

At the conclusion of the survey, you may indicate if you wish to receive a summary of the preliminary findings from this survey.

Thank you very much for your participation.
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QUESTION TYPES OVERVIEW 

Background
Information 

Operational Requirements Management Requirements 
A. Technical B. Technological C. Organisational D. Contractual E. Business Model total

no. of questions 3 6 4 2 3 3 21

DESIGN STAGES TERMINOLOGY 

country Switzerland United Kingdom Italy U.S.A. Japan Singapore

Terms in this survey SIA Leistungsmodell RIBA Plan of work 2020 ITA Procurement AIA Phases of Design TAAF BCA Stages

Strategic Definition 1. Strategische Planung 0. Strategic Definition progetto di fattibilità tecnico-
economica

Project Brief (kikaku) Project Brief

Feasibility Study 2. Vorstudien 1. Preparation & Brief Pre-design/ Concept
(kihonsekkei) Concept Design

Schematic Design 3.1 Vorprojekt 2. Concept Design progetto preliminare Schematic Design

Detailed Design 3.2 Bauprojekt 3. Spatial Coordination progetto definitivo
Design Development

(jisshisekkei)

Detailed Design

Technical Design
4. Ausschreibung 4. Technical Design progetto esecutivo Pre-Construction

Documentation Construction Documentation

Construction 5. Ausfürhung 5. Manufacturing & Construction costruzione Construction (koujikanri) Construction

Handover 5.3 Inbetriebnahme 6. Handover collaudo e consegna Commission (kanryokensa)
Post-Completion

Operation 6. Bewirtschaftung 7. Use uso e manutenzione Occupancy (tatemonoshiyō)

DEFINITIONS 
DIGITAL FABRICATION refers to data-driven production, which combines design and construction into an integrated process through programming language tasks to control machines to complete manufacturing tasks.
It includes tools such as Computer Numerical Control (CNC), robotics and 3D printers.
DIGITAL FABRICATION

CNC 3D

BUILDING INFORMATION MODELLING (BIM) is a cross-disciplinary set of policies, processes and technologies.

It generates a "methodology to manage the essential building design and project data in digital format throughout the building life-cycle".
It includes not only software that allows the geometrical modelling and the input of information but also  project management related tools and processes.
BUILDING INFORMATION MODELLING (BIM) BIM

PLATFORM refers to a collaborative platform which allows stakeholders to co-create for design modelling, design review, project management, progress monitoring and optimisation of cost and constructability.
The shared design information on such a platform should remain consistent among all stakeholders at all time.
The platform in this survey can refer to an existing one available in the market, euch as Autodesk Revit/ BIM360, Graphisoft ArchiCAD/ BIMcloud; or a modified version of an existing one; or a completely new one to be developed.
PLATFORM

Autodesk Revit/BIM360 Graphisoft ArchiCAD/BIMcloud

BIM-BASED PLATFORM provides measurable data for progress tracking, risk management, trust-building and benchmark of deliverables for quality control and trade tendering, and supports integrated design management.
BIM-BASED PLATFORM BIM

PLATFORM-BASED INTEGRATION refers to a management model which integrates processes and stakeholders in project collaboration through collaborative platforms.

PLATFORM-BASED INTEGRATION 

BACKGROUND INFORMATION

i Please select the role(s) that best describe your experience and background? (please pick min:1, max:all boxes)
? ( :1 :3 )

Researcher/ academia professional 

Project owner/ developer/ investor/ building business manager 

Project manager 

Architect/ architectural designer 

BIM manager, interface manager, BIM coordinator BIM /BIM

Design engineer (e.g. structural engineer, MEP engineer)  ( , MEP )

General contractor 

Digital fabrication contractor 

Platform developer (e.g. software engineer)

Platform manager/ investor /

Contract manager/ lawyer/policy-maker / /

Consultant

do not know/decline to answer /

Other: (please specify) )

ii Please indicate your experience in the following field(s)?
? ( 1 )

Digital Fabrication 
BIM

Software Development

Design Construction 

No experience 

Less than 1 year of experience 1

Between 1 and 5 years of experience 1 5

More than 5 years of experience 5

do not know/decline to answer /

iii Please indicate the market(s) in which you have experience? (please pick min:1, max:all boxes)

? ( 1 )

Africa 

Asia 

Australasia 

Europe 

Middle East

North America 

South America 

do not know/decline to answer /

Optional to specify : __________________________

PLATFORM OPERATIONAL REQUIREMENTS 

A TECHNICAL - DIGITAL FABRICATION SPECIFIC  - 

In this section, we would like to understand what digital fabrication-related information is needed in the design process in a construction project.

A1 Which fabrication-related information is the most essential to the design process? (please tick min:1, max:3 boxes)

? ( :1 :3 )

Machine constraints (e.g. min/max cutting length) : / )

Project implication (e.g. performance, cost, duration) : )

Machine codes (e.g. G-codes, path-planning) G )

Design specification and configuration 

Fabrication sequence and approach 

Fabrication standards (e.g. ISO-9000 quality management) : ISO-9000 )

No fabrication-related information is needed in the design process 

do not know/decline to answer /

Other: (please specify) )

A1.1 At which project stage is fabrication-related information first needed? (please choose from the dropdown menu)

?( )
⏏ Strategic Definition, Feasibility Study, Schematic Design, Detailed Design, Technical Design, Documentation, Construction, Handover, Operation, Not Applicable

A2 What are the primary motivations for you to design for digital fabrication over traditional fabrication processes? (please tick min:1, max:3 boxes)

? ( :1 :3 )

Increase geometrical complexity and architectural form 

Reduce construction complexity compared to traditional fabrication of the same design 

Reduce construction cost compared to traditional fabrication of the same design 

Reduce human dependency and errors 

Integrate design and production in the supply chain 

Bring advantages of production knowledge earlier into the design process 

do not know/decline to answer /

Other: (please specify) )

A3 What aspect(s) in design modelling is/are the most essential for successful digital fabrication? (please tick min:1, max:3 boxes)

? ( :1 :3 )

Collaboration in a common virtual environment (e.g. a shared modelling interface) : )

Modelling follows the fabrication approach/ sequence /

Tight feedback loops for schedule and cost estimates 

Coding interface for fabrication machinery (if known) )

Connections with computer-aided manufacturing/process planning (CAM/CAPP) system (if known) /  ( )

Parametric modelling capacity 

do not know/decline to answer /

Other: (please specify) )

A4 What aspect(s) in design review is/are the most essential for successful digital fabrication? (please tick min:1, max:3 boxes)

? ( :1 :3 )
Collaboration in a common virtual environment (e.g. a shared modelling interface) : )

Coding interface for fabrication machinery (if known) )

Process visualisation and simulation 

Factory setup/virtual commissioning visualisation (if new machinery is required) )

Virtual reality/ augmented reality supportive interface VR /AR

Demonstration of the fabrication intents (e.g. digital twinning the fabrication machines) : )

do not know/decline to answer /

Other: (please specify) )

A5 What content(s) in design documentation is/are the most essential for successful digital fabrication? (please tick min:1, max:3 boxes)

?( :1 :3 )
Model ontology and configuration to match the fabrication approach 

Fabrication codes and specification 

Reliability matrix and fabrication health & safety-related matrix 

Exact quantity takeoff for a specified fabrication approach 

Supply-chain information and matrix 

Information about the process simulation and commissioning 

do not know/decline to answer /

Other: (please specify) )

Digital Twin refers to a virtual model or replica of assets, processes, systems, and other entities

Data in a digital twin include BIM and 3D models, 2D information, schedules, contracts, construction documents and operational data collected by the embedded sensors.

BIM 3D 2D

A6 To what extent should a digital twin in fabrication be prepared for digital fabrication? (please tick min:1, max:1 box)

? (1 )

A digital twin strategy should be included for project tendering 

A digital twin ready design model should be included in the project contract

A physical mockup can test the digital twin technology before tendering 
No digital twin is necessary but virtual commissioning is needed in case of a new machinery setup

Neither digital twin nor virtual commissioning is necessary 

do not know/decline to answer /

Other: (please specify) )

B TECHNOLOGICAL - PLATFORM SPECIFIC  -

In this section, we would like to understand how a platform can support a BIM-based design process of digital fabrication in a construction project.
BIM

B1 What software/program language(s) do you usually use for digital fabrication programming? (please tick min:1, max:3 boxes)

? ( :1 :3 )

Rhino plugins (e.g. Grasshopper, RoboDK, KUKA|prc)

Dynamo plugins (e.g. Machina, Zero Touch)

RobotStudio

MATLAB
Python

C++

C#

Java

JavaScript

No experience in digital fabrication programming 

do not know/decline to answer /

Other: (please specify) )

B2 How should the machine code (e.g. G-code) be supported for editing on the platform? (please tick min:1, max:3 boxes)

( : G ) ?( :1 :3 )

As original code editable in an internal source code interface 

As original code for view and comment only 

Adopted in an integrated visual programming language (e.g. Dynamo) : Dynamo)

Adopted as a dataset in the specification 

Linked to external source code platform (e.g. Github) : Github

No support is necessary 

do not know/decline to answer /

Other: (please specify) )

B2.1 At which stage is the machine code first needed? (please choose from the dropdown menu)

? ( )
⏏ Strategic Definition, Feasibility Study, Schematic Design, Detailed Design, Technical Design, Documentation, Construction, Handover, Operation, Not Applicable

B3 Which digital fabrication information, if shared on an online cloud platform, would most benefit the design process? (please tick min:1, max:3 boxes)

? ( :1 :3 )
3D modelling interface 3D

Model ontology and configuration 

Fabrication machine code (e.g. G-code, path-planning) : G )

Scheduling & process simulation/ animation /

Documentation (e.g. drawings, specification, request for information (RFI) matrix) RFI )

Immersive design review (e.g. VR virtual meeting) : VR )

no online information is needed

do not know/decline to answer /

Other: (please specify) )

B3.1 At which project stage would the above cloud-based sharing of model information be most helpful? (please choose from the dropdown menu)

? ( )

⏏ Strategic Definition, Feasibility Study, Schematic Design, Detailed Design, Technical Design, Documentation, Construction, Handover, Operation, Not Applicable

B4 If a collaboration platform was created, what supporting function(s) for communication and knowledge sharing would be most useful to you? (please tick min:1, max:3 boxes)

? ( :1 :3 )

Instant messaging/mailing tool (e.g. Skype for business, Yamm) /

Drawing-related communication tool (e.g. Bluebeam) 

Graphic project management tool (e.g. Trello) 

Large-size file sharing (e.g. Wetransfer) 

Virtual workplace organisational tool (e.g. Slack) 

Collaborative source code management (e.g. Github) 

do not know/decline to answer /

Other: (please specify) )

PLATFORM-BASED MANAGEMENT REQUIREMENTS 

C ORGANISATIONAL - PEOPLE SPECIFIC  -

In this section, we would like to understand what organisation (people) related information is needed in the BIM-based design process of digital fabrication.
BIM

Please read the definitions to answer the questions below:
DFAB MANAGER refers to the role who defines and manages the strategies of digital fabrication in the design process of a construction project.

DFAB 

DFAB PROGRAMMER refers to the role who works on the digital fabrication programming in the design process of a construction project

DFAB

DFAB ENGINEER refers to the role who works on the digital fabrication engineering design in the design process of a construction project.

DFAB 

DFAB DESIGN COORDINATOR refers to a role who works on coordinations between the project design and the digital fabrication.

DFAB 

DFAB BIM COORDINATOR refers to a role who works on coordinations between the BIM model(s) and data and the digital fabrication.

DFAB BIM BIM

C1 In your opinion, how should following roles participate in the design process of a digital fabrication project?

? ( 1 )
DFAB manager DFAB programmer DFAB engineer DFAB design coordinator DFAB BIM coordinator

As an external consultant

As member of the architect team 

As member of the engineer team 

As member of the GC team 

As member of the client team 

No participation is necessary 

do not know/decline to answer /

Other: (please specify) )

C2 When are the following roles required in the design process of digital fabrication projects?

? ( 1 )
DFAB Manager DFAB programmer DFAB engineer DFAB design coordinator DFAB BIM coordinator

Strategic Definition 

Feasibility Study 

Schematic Design 

Detailed Design 

Technical Design 

Documentation 

Construction 

Handover 

Operation 

Not required

do not know/decline to answer /
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B TECHNOLOGICAL - PLATFORM SPECIFIC  -

In this section, we would like to understand how a platform can support a BIM-based design process of digital fabrication in a construction project.
BIM

B1 What software/program language(s) do you usually use for digital fabrication programming? (please tick min:1, max:3 boxes)

? ( :1 :3 )

Rhino plugins (e.g. Grasshopper, RoboDK, KUKA|prc)

Dynamo plugins (e.g. Machina, Zero Touch)

RobotStudio

MATLAB
Python

C++

C#

Java

JavaScript

No experience in digital fabrication programming 

do not know/decline to answer /

Other: (please specify) )

B2 How should the machine code (e.g. G-code) be supported for editing on the platform? (please tick min:1, max:3 boxes)

( : G ) ?( :1 :3 )

As original code editable in an internal source code interface 

As original code for view and comment only 

Adopted in an integrated visual programming language (e.g. Dynamo) : Dynamo)

Adopted as a dataset in the specification 

Linked to external source code platform (e.g. Github) : Github

No support is necessary 

do not know/decline to answer /

Other: (please specify) )

B2.1 At which stage is the machine code first needed? (please choose from the dropdown menu)

? ( )
⏏ Strategic Definition, Feasibility Study, Schematic Design, Detailed Design, Technical Design, Documentation, Construction, Handover, Operation, Not Applicable

B3 Which digital fabrication information, if shared on an online cloud platform, would most benefit the design process? (please tick min:1, max:3 boxes)

? ( :1 :3 )
3D modelling interface 3D

Model ontology and configuration 

Fabrication machine code (e.g. G-code, path-planning) : G )

Scheduling & process simulation/ animation /

Documentation (e.g. drawings, specification, request for information (RFI) matrix) RFI )

Immersive design review (e.g. VR virtual meeting) : VR )

no online information is needed 

do not know/decline to answer /

Other: (please specify) )

B3.1 At which project stage would the above cloud-based sharing of model information be most helpful? (please choose from the dropdown menu)

? ( )

⏏ Strategic Definition, Feasibility Study, Schematic Design, Detailed Design, Technical Design, Documentation, Construction, Handover, Operation, Not Applicable

B4 If a collaboration platform was created, what supporting function(s) for communication and knowledge sharing would be most useful to you? (please tick min:1, max:3 boxes)

? ( :1 :3 )

Instant messaging/mailing tool (e.g. Skype for business, Yamm) /

Drawing-related communication tool (e.g. Bluebeam)

Graphic project management tool (e.g. Trello)

Large-size file sharing (e.g. Wetransfer)

Virtual workplace organisational tool (e.g. Slack)

Collaborative source code management (e.g. Github)

do not know/decline to answer /

Other: (please specify) )

PLATFORM-BASED MANAGEMENT REQUIREMENTS 

C ORGANISATIONAL - PEOPLE SPECIFIC  -

In this section, we would like to understand what organisation (people) related information is needed in the BIM-based design process of digital fabrication.
BIM

Please read the definitions to answer the questions below:
DFAB MANAGER refers to the role who defines and manages the strategies of digital fabrication in the design process of a construction project.

DFAB 

DFAB PROGRAMMER refers to the role who works on the digital fabrication programming in the design process of a construction project

DFAB

DFAB ENGINEER refers to the role who works on the digital fabrication engineering design in the design process of a construction project.

DFAB 

DFAB DESIGN COORDINATOR refers to a role who works on coordinations between the project design and the digital fabrication.

DFAB 

DFAB BIM COORDINATOR refers to a role who works on coordinations between the BIM model(s) and data and the digital fabrication.

DFAB BIM BIM

C1 In your opinion, how should following roles participate in the design process of a digital fabrication project?

? ( 1 )
DFAB manager DFAB programmer DFAB engineer DFAB design coordinator DFAB BIM coordinator

As an external consultant

As member of the architect team 

As member of the engineer team 

As member of the GC team 

As member of the client team 

No participation is necessary 

do not know/decline to answer /

Other: (please specify) )

C2 When are the following roles required in the design process of digital fabrication projects?

? ( 1 )
DFAB Manager DFAB programmer DFAB engineer DFAB design coordinator DFAB BIM coordinator

Strategic Definition 

Feasibility Study 

Schematic Design 

Detailed Design 

Technical Design 

Documentation 

Construction 

Handover 

Operation 

Not required

do not know/decline to answer /

iii Please indicate the market(s) in which you have experience? (please pick min:1, max:all boxes)

? ( 1 )

Africa 

Asia 

Australasia 

Europe 

Middle East

North America 

South America 

do not know/decline to answer /

Optional to specify : __________________________

PLATFORM OPERATIONAL REQUIREMENTS 

A TECHNICAL - DIGITAL FABRICATION SPECIFIC  -

In this section, we would like to understand what digital fabrication-related information is needed in the design process in a construction project.

A1 Which fabrication-related information is the most essential to the design process? (please tick min:1, max:3 boxes)

? ( :1 :3 )

Machine constraints (e.g. min/max cutting length) : / )

Project implication (e.g. performance, cost, duration) : )

Machine codes (e.g. G-codes, path-planning) G )

Design specification and configuration 

Fabrication sequence and approach 

Fabrication standards (e.g. ISO-9000 quality management) : ISO-9000 )

No fabrication-related information is needed in the design process 

do not know/decline to answer /

Other: (please specify) )

A1.1 At which project stage is fabrication-related information first needed? (please choose from the dropdown menu)

?( )
⏏ Strategic Definition, Feasibility Study, Schematic Design, Detailed Design, Technical Design, Documentation, Construction, Handover, Operation, Not Applicable

A2 What are the primary motivations for you to design for digital fabrication over traditional fabrication processes? (please tick min:1, max:3 boxes)

? ( :1 :3 )

Increase geometrical complexity and architectural form 

Reduce construction complexity compared to traditional fabrication of the same design 

Reduce construction cost compared to traditional fabrication of the same design 

Reduce human dependency and errors 

Integrate design and production in the supply chain 

Bring advantages of production knowledge earlier into the design process 

do not know/decline to answer /

Other: (please specify) )

A3 What aspect(s) in design modelling is/are the most essential for successful digital fabrication? (please tick min:1, max:3 boxes)

? ( :1 :3 )

Collaboration in a common virtual environment (e.g. a shared modelling interface) : )

Modelling follows the fabrication approach/ sequence /

Tight feedback loops for schedule and cost estimates 

Coding interface for fabrication machinery (if known) )

Connections with computer-aided manufacturing/process planning (CAM/CAPP) system (if known) /  ( )

Parametric modelling capacity 

do not know/decline to answer /

Other: (please specify) )

A4 What aspect(s) in design review is/are the most essential for successful digital fabrication? (please tick min:1, max:3 boxes)

? ( :1 :3 )
Collaboration in a common virtual environment (e.g. a shared modelling interface) : )

Coding interface for fabrication machinery (if known) )

Process visualisation and simulation 

Factory setup/virtual commissioning visualisation (if new machinery is required) )

Virtual reality/ augmented reality supportive interface VR /AR

Demonstration of the fabrication intents (e.g. digital twinning the fabrication machines) : )

do not know/decline to answer /

Other: (please specify) )

A5 What content(s) in design documentation is/are the most essential for successful digital fabrication? (please tick min:1, max:3 boxes)

?( :1 :3 )
Model ontology and configuration to match the fabrication approach 

Fabrication codes and specification 

Reliability matrix and fabrication health & safety-related matrix 

Exact quantity takeoff for a specified fabrication approach 

Supply-chain information and matrix 

Information about the process simulation and commissioning 

do not know/decline to answer /

Other: (please specify) )

Digital Twin refers to a virtual model or replica of assets, processes, systems, and other entities

Data in a digital twin include BIM and 3D models, 2D information, schedules, contracts, construction documents and operational data collected by the embedded sensors.

BIM 3D 2D

A6 To what extent should a digital twin in fabrication be prepared for digital fabrication? (please tick min:1, max:1 box)

? (1 )

A digital twin strategy should be included for project tendering 

A digital twin ready design model should be included in the project contract

A physical mockup can test the digital twin technology before tendering 
No digital twin is necessary but virtual commissioning is needed in case of a new machinery setup

Neither digital twin nor virtual commissioning is necessary 

do not know/decline to answer /

Other: (please specify) )

B TECHNOLOGICAL - PLATFORM SPECIFIC  - 

In this section, we would like to understand how a platform can support a BIM-based design process of digital fabrication in a construction project.
BIM

B1 What software/program language(s) do you usually use for digital fabrication programming? (please tick min:1, max:3 boxes)

? ( :1 :3 )

Rhino plugins (e.g. Grasshopper, RoboDK, KUKA|prc)

Dynamo plugins (e.g. Machina, Zero Touch)

RobotStudio

MATLAB
Python

C++

C#

Java

JavaScript

No experience in digital fabrication programming 

do not know/decline to answer /

Other: (please specify) )

B2 How should the machine code (e.g. G-code) be supported for editing on the platform? (please tick min:1, max:3 boxes)

( : G ) ?( :1 :3 )

As original code editable in an internal source code interface 

As original code for view and comment only 

Adopted in an integrated visual programming language (e.g. Dynamo) : Dynamo)

Adopted as a dataset in the specification 

Linked to external source code platform (e.g. Github) : Github

No support is necessary 

do not know/decline to answer /

Other: (please specify) )

B2.1 At which stage is the machine code first needed? (please choose from the dropdown menu)

? ( )
⏏ Strategic Definition, Feasibility Study, Schematic Design, Detailed Design, Technical Design, Documentation, Construction, Handover, Operation, Not Applicable

B3 Which digital fabrication information, if shared on an online cloud platform, would most benefit the design process? (please tick min:1, max:3 boxes)

? ( :1 :3 )
3D modelling interface 3D

Model ontology and configuration 

Fabrication machine code (e.g. G-code, path-planning) : G )

Scheduling & process simulation/ animation /

Documentation (e.g. drawings, specification, request for information (RFI) matrix) RFI )

Immersive design review (e.g. VR virtual meeting) : VR )

no online information is needed

do not know/decline to answer /

Other: (please specify) )

B3.1 At which project stage would the above cloud-based sharing of model information be most helpful? (please choose from the dropdown menu)

? ( )

⏏ Strategic Definition, Feasibility Study, Schematic Design, Detailed Design, Technical Design, Documentation, Construction, Handover, Operation, Not Applicable

B4 If a collaboration platform was created, what supporting function(s) for communication and knowledge sharing would be most useful to you? (please tick min:1, max:3 boxes)

? ( :1 :3 )

Instant messaging/mailing tool (e.g. Skype for business, Yamm) /

Drawing-related communication tool (e.g. Bluebeam)

Graphic project management tool (e.g. Trello)

Large-size file sharing (e.g. Wetransfer)

Virtual workplace organisational tool (e.g. Slack)

Collaborative source code management (e.g. Github)

do not know/decline to answer /

Other: (please specify) )

PLATFORM-BASED MANAGEMENT REQUIREMENTS 

C ORGANISATIONAL - PEOPLE SPECIFIC  -

In this section, we would like to understand what organisation (people) related information is needed in the BIM-based design process of digital fabrication.
BIM

Please read the definitions to answer the questions below:
DFAB MANAGER refers to the role who defines and manages the strategies of digital fabrication in the design process of a construction project.

DFAB 

DFAB PROGRAMMER refers to the role who works on the digital fabrication programming in the design process of a construction project

DFAB

DFAB ENGINEER refers to the role who works on the digital fabrication engineering design in the design process of a construction project.

DFAB 

DFAB DESIGN COORDINATOR refers to a role who works on coordinations between the project design and the digital fabrication.

DFAB 

DFAB BIM COORDINATOR refers to a role who works on coordinations between the BIM model(s) and data and the digital fabrication.

DFAB BIM BIM

C1 In your opinion, how should following roles participate in the design process of a digital fabrication project?

? ( 1 )
DFAB manager DFAB programmer DFAB engineer DFAB design coordinator DFAB BIM coordinator

As an external consultant

As member of the architect team 

As member of the engineer team 

As member of the GC team 

As member of the client team 

No participation is necessary 

do not know/decline to answer /

Other: (please specify) )

C2 When are the following roles required in the design process of digital fabrication projects?

? ( 1 )
DFAB Manager DFAB programmer DFAB engineer DFAB design coordinator DFAB BIM coordinator

Strategic Definition 

Feasibility Study 

Schematic Design 

Detailed Design 

Technical Design 

Documentation 

Construction 

Handover 

Operation 

Not required

do not know/decline to answer /

Strategic Definition
5%

Feasibility Study 17%

Schematic Design 20%

Detailed Design 28%

Technical Design 13%

Documentation 4%

Construction 3%
Handover 0%
Operation 1%do not know/ decline
to answer 8%

3D modelling interface
61%

Model ontology and
configuration 28%

Fabrication machine
code 17%

Scheduling & process
simulation/ animation
38%

Documentation 34%

Immersive design re-
view 21%
no online information
is needed 1%
do not know/ decline
to answer 13%
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CHAIR OF INNOVATIVE AND INDUSTRIAL CONSTRUCTION, IBI, D-BAUG, ETH ZÜRICH 

an ONLINE SURVEY 

Industry needs analysis on collaboration and integration platforms to manage the design process of digital fabrication
( )

The purpose of this survey is to better understand the requirements of a model-based platform and platform-based integration to manage and implement digital fabrication during the design stage in construction projects.
This survey takes a socio-technical perspective and includes questions regarding technical, technological, organizational, and contractual themes. The results of this survey will inform future research on potentials for a 
collaboration platform that allows for interdisciplinary co-creation of digital fabrication.

The information you provide will be kept completely confidential under the General Data Protection Regulations and merely used for research purposes. No personal or organisational information will be revealed in any research outputs or 
shared with any third party.
The survey is calibrated to take 10-15 minutes to complete.

At the conclusion of the survey, you may indicate if you wish to receive a summary of the preliminary findings from this survey.

Thank you very much for your participation.

(socio-
technical) (co-create)
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CHAIR OF INNOVATIVE AND INDUSTRIAL CONSTRUCTION, ETH ZÜRICH 

Charmaine M.S. Ng 吳 , SIA/ETH RIBA ARB LEED AP BD+C

ng@ibi.baug.ethz.ch

Marcella M. M. Bonanomi, PhD
bonanomi@ibi.baug.ethz.ch

Daniel M. Hall, Prof PhD

hall@ibi.baug.ethz.ch

QUESTION TYPES OVERVIEW 

Background
Information 

Operational Requirements Management Requirements 
A. Technical B. Technological C. Organisational D. Contractual E. Business Model total

no. of questions 3 6 4 2 3 3 21

DESIGN STAGES TERMINOLOGY 

country Switzerland United Kingdom Italy U.S.A. Japan Singapore

Terms in this survey SIA Leistungsmodell RIBA Plan of work 2020 ITA Procurement AIA Phases of Design TAAF BCA Stages

Strategic Definition 1. Strategische Planung 0. Strategic Definition progetto di fattibilità tecnico-
economica

Project Brief (kikaku) Project Brief

Feasibility Study 2. Vorstudien 1. Preparation & Brief Pre-design/ Concept
(kihonsekkei) Concept Design

Schematic Design 3.1 Vorprojekt 2. Concept Design progetto preliminare Schematic Design

Detailed Design 3.2 Bauprojekt 3. Spatial Coordination progetto definitivo
Design Development

(jisshisekkei)

Detailed Design

Technical Design
4. Ausschreibung 4. Technical Design progetto esecutivo Pre-Construction

Documentation Construction Documentation

Construction 5. Ausfürhung 5. Manufacturing & Construction costruzione Construction (koujikanri) Construction

Handover 5.3 Inbetriebnahme 6. Handover collaudo e consegna Commission (kanryokensa)
Post-Completion

Operation 6. Bewirtschaftung 7. Use uso e manutenzione Occupancy (tatemonoshiyō)

DEFINITIONS 
DIGITAL FABRICATION refers to data-driven production, which combines design and construction into an integrated process through programming language tasks to control machines to complete manufacturing tasks.
It includes tools such as Computer Numerical Control (CNC), robotics and 3D printers.
DIGITAL FABRICATION

CNC 3D

BUILDING INFORMATION MODELLING (BIM) is a cross-disciplinary set of policies, processes and technologies.

It generates a "methodology to manage the essential building design and project data in digital format throughout the building life-cycle".
It includes not only software that allows the geometrical modelling and the input of information but also  project management related tools and processes.
BUILDING INFORMATION MODELLING (BIM) BIM

PLATFORM refers to a collaborative platform which allows stakeholders to co-create for design modelling, design review, project management, progress monitoring and optimisation of cost and constructability.
The shared design information on such a platform should remain consistent among all stakeholders at all time.
The platform in this survey can refer to an existing one available in the market, euch as Autodesk Revit/ BIM360, Graphisoft ArchiCAD/ BIMcloud; or a modified version of an existing one; or a completely new one to be developed.
PLATFORM

Autodesk Revit/BIM360 Graphisoft ArchiCAD/BIMcloud

BIM-BASED PLATFORM provides measurable data for progress tracking, risk management, trust-building and benchmark of deliverables for quality control and trade tendering, and supports integrated design management.
BIM-BASED PLATFORM BIM

PLATFORM-BASED INTEGRATION refers to a management model which integrates processes and stakeholders in project collaboration through collaborative platforms.

PLATFORM-BASED INTEGRATION 

BACKGROUND INFORMATION

i Please select the role(s) that best describe your experience and background? (please pick min:1, max:all boxes)
? ( :1 :3 )

Researcher/ academia professional 

Project owner/ developer/ investor/ building business manager 

Project manager 

Architect/ architectural designer 

BIM manager, interface manager, BIM coordinator BIM /BIM

Design engineer (e.g. structural engineer, MEP engineer)  ( , MEP )

General contractor 

Digital fabrication contractor 

Platform developer (e.g. software engineer)

Platform manager/ investor /

Contract manager/ lawyer/policy-maker / /

Consultant

do not know/decline to answer /

Other: (please specify) )

ii Please indicate your experience in the following field(s)?
? ( 1 )

Digital Fabrication 
BIM

Software Development

Design Construction 

No experience 

Less than 1 year of experience 1

Between 1 and 5 years of experience 1 5

More than 5 years of experience 5

do not know/decline to answer /

B TECHNOLOGICAL - PLATFORM SPECIFIC  -

In this section, we would like to understand how a platform can support a BIM-based design process of digital fabrication in a construction project.
BIM

B1 What software/program language(s) do you usually use for digital fabrication programming? (please tick min:1, max:3 boxes)

? ( :1 :3 )

Rhino plugins (e.g. Grasshopper, RoboDK, KUKA|prc)

Dynamo plugins (e.g. Machina, Zero Touch)

RobotStudio

MATLAB
Python

C++

C#

Java

JavaScript

No experience in digital fabrication programming 

do not know/decline to answer /

Other: (please specify) )

B2 How should the machine code (e.g. G-code) be supported for editing on the platform? (please tick min:1, max:3 boxes)

( : G ) ?( :1 :3 )

As original code editable in an internal source code interface 

As original code for view and comment only 

Adopted in an integrated visual programming language (e.g. Dynamo) : Dynamo)

Adopted as a dataset in the specification 

Linked to external source code platform (e.g. Github) : Github

No support is necessary 

do not know/decline to answer /

Other: (please specify) )

B2.1 At which stage is the machine code first needed? (please choose from the dropdown menu)

? ( )
⏏ Strategic Definition, Feasibility Study, Schematic Design, Detailed Design, Technical Design, Documentation, Construction, Handover, Operation, Not Applicable

B3 Which digital fabrication information, if shared on an online cloud platform, would most benefit the design process? (please tick min:1, max:3 boxes)

? ( :1 :3 )
3D modelling interface 3D

Model ontology and configuration 

Fabrication machine code (e.g. G-code, path-planning) : G )

Scheduling & process simulation/ animation /

Documentation (e.g. drawings, specification, request for information (RFI) matrix) RFI )

Immersive design review (e.g. VR virtual meeting) : VR )

no online information is needed

do not know/decline to answer /

Other: (please specify) )

B3.1 At which project stage would the above cloud-based sharing of model information be most helpful? (please choose from the dropdown menu)

? ( )

⏏ Strategic Definition, Feasibility Study, Schematic Design, Detailed Design, Technical Design, Documentation, Construction, Handover, Operation, Not Applicable

B4 If a collaboration platform was created, what supporting function(s) for communication and knowledge sharing would be most useful to you? (please tick min:1, max:3 boxes)

? ( :1 :3 )

Instant messaging/mailing tool (e.g. Skype for business, Yamm) /

Drawing-related communication tool (e.g. Bluebeam)

Graphic project management tool (e.g. Trello)

Large-size file sharing (e.g. Wetransfer)

Virtual workplace organisational tool (e.g. Slack)

Collaborative source code management (e.g. Github)

do not know/decline to answer /

Other: (please specify) )

PLATFORM-BASED MANAGEMENT REQUIREMENTS 

C ORGANISATIONAL - PEOPLE SPECIFIC  - 

In this section, we would like to understand what organisation (people) related information is needed in the BIM-based design process of digital fabrication.
BIM

Please read the definitions to answer the questions below:
DFAB MANAGER refers to the role who defines and manages the strategies of digital fabrication in the design process of a construction project.

DFAB 

DFAB PROGRAMMER refers to the role who works on the digital fabrication programming in the design process of a construction project

DFAB

DFAB ENGINEER refers to the role who works on the digital fabrication engineering design in the design process of a construction project.

DFAB 

DFAB DESIGN COORDINATOR refers to a role who works on coordinations between the project design and the digital fabrication.

DFAB 

DFAB BIM COORDINATOR refers to a role who works on coordinations between the BIM model(s) and data and the digital fabrication.

DFAB BIM BIM

C1 In your opinion, how should following roles participate in the design process of a digital fabrication project?

? ( 1 )
DFAB manager DFAB programmer DFAB engineer DFAB design coordinator DFAB BIM coordinator

As an external consultant 

As member of the architect team 

As member of the engineer team 

As member of the GC team 

As member of the client team 

No participation is necessary 

do not know/decline to answer /

Other: (please specify) )

C2 When are the following roles required in the design process of digital fabrication projects?

? ( 1 )
DFAB Manager DFAB programmer DFAB engineer DFAB design coordinator DFAB BIM coordinator

Strategic Definition 

Feasibility Study 

Schematic Design 

Detailed Design 

Technical Design 

Documentation 

Construction 

Handover 

Operation 

Not required

do not know/decline to answer /

B TECHNOLOGICAL - PLATFORM SPECIFIC  -

In this section, we would like to understand how a platform can support a BIM-based design process of digital fabrication in a construction project.
BIM

B1 What software/program language(s) do you usually use for digital fabrication programming? (please tick min:1, max:3 boxes)

? ( :1 :3 )

Rhino plugins (e.g. Grasshopper, RoboDK, KUKA|prc)

Dynamo plugins (e.g. Machina, Zero Touch)

RobotStudio

MATLAB
Python

C++

C#

Java

JavaScript

No experience in digital fabrication programming 

do not know/decline to answer /

Other: (please specify) )

B2 How should the machine code (e.g. G-code) be supported for editing on the platform? (please tick min:1, max:3 boxes)

( : G ) ?( :1 :3 )

As original code editable in an internal source code interface 

As original code for view and comment only 

Adopted in an integrated visual programming language (e.g. Dynamo) : Dynamo)

Adopted as a dataset in the specification 

Linked to external source code platform (e.g. Github) : Github

No support is necessary 

do not know/decline to answer /

Other: (please specify) )

B2.1 At which stage is the machine code first needed? (please choose from the dropdown menu)

? ( )
⏏ Strategic Definition, Feasibility Study, Schematic Design, Detailed Design, Technical Design, Documentation, Construction, Handover, Operation, Not Applicable

B3 Which digital fabrication information, if shared on an online cloud platform, would most benefit the design process? (please tick min:1, max:3 boxes)

? ( :1 :3 )
3D modelling interface 3D

Model ontology and configuration 

Fabrication machine code (e.g. G-code, path-planning) : G )

Scheduling & process simulation/ animation /

Documentation (e.g. drawings, specification, request for information (RFI) matrix) RFI )

Immersive design review (e.g. VR virtual meeting) : VR )

no online information is needed

do not know/decline to answer /

Other: (please specify) )

B3.1 At which project stage would the above cloud-based sharing of model information be most helpful? (please choose from the dropdown menu)

? ( )

⏏ Strategic Definition, Feasibility Study, Schematic Design, Detailed Design, Technical Design, Documentation, Construction, Handover, Operation, Not Applicable

B4 If a collaboration platform was created, what supporting function(s) for communication and knowledge sharing would be most useful to you? (please tick min:1, max:3 boxes)

? ( :1 :3 )

Instant messaging/mailing tool (e.g. Skype for business, Yamm) /

Drawing-related communication tool (e.g. Bluebeam)

Graphic project management tool (e.g. Trello)

Large-size file sharing (e.g. Wetransfer)

Virtual workplace organisational tool (e.g. Slack)

Collaborative source code management (e.g. Github)

do not know/decline to answer /

Other: (please specify) )

PLATFORM-BASED MANAGEMENT REQUIREMENTS 

C ORGANISATIONAL - PEOPLE SPECIFIC  -

In this section, we would like to understand what organisation (people) related information is needed in the BIM-based design process of digital fabrication.
BIM

Please read the definitions to answer the questions below:
DFAB MANAGER refers to the role who defines and manages the strategies of digital fabrication in the design process of a construction project.

DFAB 

DFAB PROGRAMMER refers to the role who works on the digital fabrication programming in the design process of a construction project

DFAB

DFAB ENGINEER refers to the role who works on the digital fabrication engineering design in the design process of a construction project.

DFAB 

DFAB DESIGN COORDINATOR refers to a role who works on coordinations between the project design and the digital fabrication.

DFAB 

DFAB BIM COORDINATOR refers to a role who works on coordinations between the BIM model(s) and data and the digital fabrication.

DFAB BIM BIM

C1 In your opinion, how should following roles participate in the design process of a digital fabrication project?

? ( 1 )
DFAB manager DFAB programmer DFAB engineer DFAB design coordinator DFAB BIM coordinator

As an external consultant

As member of the architect team 

As member of the engineer team 

As member of the GC team 

As member of the client team 

No participation is necessary 

do not know/decline to answer /

Other: (please specify) )

C2 When are the following roles required in the design process of digital fabrication projects?

? ( 1 )
DFAB Manager DFAB programmer DFAB engineer DFAB design coordinator DFAB BIM coordinator

Strategic Definition 

Feasibility Study 

Schematic Design 

Detailed Design 

Technical Design 

Documentation 

Construction 

Handover  

Operation 

Not required 

do not know/decline to answer /
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The purpose of this survey is to better understand the requirements of a model-based platform and platform-based integration to manage and implement digital fabrication during the design stage in construction projects.
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DEFINITIONS 
DIGITAL FABRICATION refers to data-driven production, which combines design and construction into an integrated process through programming language tasks to control machines to complete manufacturing tasks.
It includes tools such as Computer Numerical Control (CNC), robotics and 3D printers.
DIGITAL FABRICATION

CNC 3D

BUILDING INFORMATION MODELLING (BIM) is a cross-disciplinary set of policies, processes and technologies.

It generates a "methodology to manage the essential building design and project data in digital format throughout the building life-cycle".
It includes not only software that allows the geometrical modelling and the input of information but also  project management related tools and processes.
BUILDING INFORMATION MODELLING (BIM) BIM

PLATFORM refers to a collaborative platform which allows stakeholders to co-create for design modelling, design review, project management, progress monitoring and optimisation of cost and constructability.
The shared design information on such a platform should remain consistent among all stakeholders at all time.
The platform in this survey can refer to an existing one available in the market, euch as Autodesk Revit/ BIM360, Graphisoft ArchiCAD/ BIMcloud; or a modified version of an existing one; or a completely new one to be developed.
PLATFORM

Autodesk Revit/BIM360 Graphisoft ArchiCAD/BIMcloud

BIM-BASED PLATFORM provides measurable data for progress tracking, risk management, trust-building and benchmark of deliverables for quality control and trade tendering, and supports integrated design management.
BIM-BASED PLATFORM BIM

PLATFORM-BASED INTEGRATION refers to a management model which integrates processes and stakeholders in project collaboration through collaborative platforms.

PLATFORM-BASED INTEGRATION 

BACKGROUND INFORMATION

i Please select the role(s) that best describe your experience and background? (please pick min:1, max:all boxes)
? ( :1 :3 )

Researcher/ academia professional 

Project owner/ developer/ investor/ building business manager 

Project manager 

Architect/ architectural designer 

BIM manager, interface manager, BIM coordinator BIM /BIM

Design engineer (e.g. structural engineer, MEP engineer)  ( , MEP )

General contractor 

Digital fabrication contractor 

Platform developer (e.g. software engineer)

Platform manager/ investor /

Contract manager/ lawyer/policy-maker / /

Consultant

do not know/decline to answer /

Other: (please specify) )

ii Please indicate your experience in the following field(s)?
? ( 1 )

Digital Fabrication 
BIM

Software Development

Design Construction 

No experience 

Less than 1 year of experience 1

Between 1 and 5 years of experience 1 5

More than 5 years of experience 5

do not know/decline to answer /

D CONTRACTUAL - ACCOUNTABILITY SPECIFIC  - 

In this section, we would like to understand what is needed in a construction contract to help facilitate platform-based integration in the BIM-based design process.
BIM

D1 How should software/platform(s) and data format(s) be included in the project contract? (please tick min:1, max:3 boxes)

? ( :1 :3 )

One single software/platform should be explicitly specified in a basic clause since a project begins 1

A list of software/platforms should be explicitly specified as options in a basic clause since a project begins 1

A list of documentation data formats should be specified in a basic clause since the project begins 1

A list of documentation data formats should be specified in an ad-hoc clause in the mid-stage of the design process 1

No software should be included in the contract 

No data format should be included in the contract 

do not know/decline to answer /

Other: (please specify) )

D2 What documentation format(s) should be included in the project contract for digital fabrication in the design process? (please tick min:1, max:3 boxes)

? ( :1 :3 )

Specification text with the general fabrication intents 

Specification text with specific fabrication information 

Universal codes applicable for a wide range of fabrication approach 

Process simulation and virtual commissioning information 

Fabrication specified model ontology and configuration (e.g. families, types and schedules)

Fabrication-ready codes matching the specified fabrication method(s)

do not know/decline to answer /

Other: (please specify) )

D3 With what management model(s) should the following be owned and managed within the platform? (please tick min:1, max:3 boxes)

? ( :1 :3 )

Management model terminology 
Centralised model - everything within the platform is owned and managed by one firm throughout the project period (e.g. by the client or a project manager)

 - 1
Semi-centralised model - everything within the platform is owned and managed by one firm who is leading the stage, where each stage in the design process can have a different owner

 - 1
Decentralised model - firms are organised in clusters and each cluster has a firm to own and manage the data among the firms in that cluster

 - 1
Discrete model - each firm owns and manages their own data within the platform

 - 
Distributed model - all firms own everything shared within the platform

 -
Exclusive model - only one set of data is allowed to be shared in the platform, which is owned and managed by the project client

 - 1

Centralised Sem-centralised Decentralised DIscrete Distributed Exclusive do not know/decline 
to answer /

Design model(s) & data 

Fabrication information 

Intellectual property of all data 

E BUSINESS MODEL - PLATFORM SPECIFIC  -

In this section, we would like to understand what should the business model of such a platform be, for managing design for digital fabrication.

E1 What would be the key benefits if a collaboration platform for BIM-based design projects existed? (please tick min:1, max: 3 boxes)

BIM ? ( :1 :3 )

Digitisation and computational advancements 

Value adding and waste reduction in design and construction processes 

Risk management

Integrate supply-chains and spur systemic innovations 

Maximise profit and return of investment

Solve complex design problems 

Enhance sustainable development opportunities 

Contemplating the future of work (e.g. automation in construction) )

do not know/decline to answer /

Other: (please specify) )

E2 What is/are ideal for a platform to be accessed and financially funded? (please tick min:1, max:3 boxes)

? ( :1 :3 )

Charging user's subscription 

No charge for project usage; funded by one of the project stakeholders (e.g. the client, the fabricator trade) 1 : 

Partially open-source; no charge for general usage, but charging for upgraded services 

Partially open-source; no charge for general usage, but payments come from special one-off service market place 

Completely open-source; no charge for project usage, fully funded by donations, foundation and institute business model (e.g. Blender)

Completely open-source; no charge for project usage; fully funded by commercial advertisements on the platform

do not know/decline to answer /

Other: (please specify) )

E3 What are the key risks of a platform in projects? (please tick min:1, max: 3 boxes)

? ( :1 :3 )

Cost constraints 

Project liability disputes 

Human resources (e.g. software developers) )

Uncertainties in digital fabrication implementation in the industry (e.g. sceptical attitude of project stakeholders)

Unstable market demands 

Market competitions 

do not know/decline to answer /

Other: (please specify) )

THANK 
YOU

Would you like to discuss with us further in an in-depth follow-up interviews about platform and platform-based management for digital fabrication?

?

Yes (please provide your name & email:)

No

Would you like to receive a summary of the preliminary findings from this questionnaire?

?

Yes (please provide email:)

No

We welcome you to add additional comments, questions, or feedback regarding this research in the field below:

D CONTRACTUAL - ACCOUNTABILITY SPECIFIC  -

In this section, we would like to understand what is needed in a construction contract to help facilitate platform-based integration in the BIM-based design process.
BIM

D1 How should software/platform(s) and data format(s) be included in the project contract? (please tick min:1, max:3 boxes)

? ( :1 :3 )

One single software/platform should be explicitly specified in a basic clause since a project begins 1

A list of software/platforms should be explicitly specified as options in a basic clause since a project begins 1

A list of documentation data formats should be specified in a basic clause since the project begins 1

A list of documentation data formats should be specified in an ad-hoc clause in the mid-stage of the design process 1

No software should be included in the contract

No data format should be included in the contract

do not know/decline to answer /

Other: (please specify) )

D2 What documentation format(s) should be included in the project contract for digital fabrication in the design process? (please tick min:1, max:3 boxes)

? ( :1 :3 )

Specification text with the general fabrication intents 

Specification text with specific fabrication information 

Universal codes applicable for a wide range of fabrication approach 

Process simulation and virtual commissioning information 

Fabrication specified model ontology and configuration (e.g. families, types and schedules) 

Fabrication-ready codes matching the specified fabrication method(s) 

do not know/decline to answer /

Other: (please specify) )

D3 With what management model(s) should the following be owned and managed within the platform? (please tick min:1, max:3 boxes)

? ( :1 :3 )

Management model terminology 
Centralised model - everything within the platform is owned and managed by one firm throughout the project period (e.g. by the client or a project manager)

 - 1
Semi-centralised model - everything within the platform is owned and managed by one firm who is leading the stage, where each stage in the design process can have a different owner

 - 1
Decentralised model - firms are organised in clusters and each cluster has a firm to own and manage the data among the firms in that cluster

 - 1
Discrete model - each firm owns and manages their own data within the platform

 - 
Distributed model - all firms own everything shared within the platform

 -
Exclusive model - only one set of data is allowed to be shared in the platform, which is owned and managed by the project client

 - 1

Centralised Sem-centralised Decentralised DIscrete Distributed Exclusive do not know/decline 
to answer /

Design model(s) & data 

Fabrication information 

Intellectual property of all data 

E BUSINESS MODEL - PLATFORM SPECIFIC  -

In this section, we would like to understand what should the business model of such a platform be, for managing design for digital fabrication.

E1 What would be the key benefits if a collaboration platform for BIM-based design projects existed? (please tick min:1, max: 3 boxes)

BIM ? ( :1 :3 )

Digitisation and computational advancements 

Value adding and waste reduction in design and construction processes 

Risk management

Integrate supply-chains and spur systemic innovations 

Maximise profit and return of investment

Solve complex design problems 

Enhance sustainable development opportunities 

Contemplating the future of work (e.g. automation in construction) )

do not know/decline to answer /

Other: (please specify) )

E2 What is/are ideal for a platform to be accessed and financially funded? (please tick min:1, max:3 boxes)

? ( :1 :3 )

Charging user's subscription 

No charge for project usage; funded by one of the project stakeholders (e.g. the client, the fabricator trade) 1 : 

Partially open-source; no charge for general usage, but charging for upgraded services 

Partially open-source; no charge for general usage, but payments come from special one-off service market place 

Completely open-source; no charge for project usage, fully funded by donations, foundation and institute business model (e.g. Blender)

Completely open-source; no charge for project usage; fully funded by commercial advertisements on the platform

do not know/decline to answer /

Other: (please specify) )

E3 What are the key risks of a platform in projects? (please tick min:1, max: 3 boxes)

? ( :1 :3 )

Cost constraints 

Project liability disputes 

Human resources (e.g. software developers) )

Uncertainties in digital fabrication implementation in the industry (e.g. sceptical attitude of project stakeholders)

Unstable market demands 

Market competitions 

do not know/decline to answer /

Other: (please specify) )

THANK 
YOU

Would you like to discuss with us further in an in-depth follow-up interviews about platform and platform-based management for digital fabrication?

?

Yes (please provide your name & email:)

No

Would you like to receive a summary of the preliminary findings from this questionnaire?

?

Yes (please provide email:)

No

We welcome you to add additional comments, questions, or feedback regarding this research in the field below:

D CONTRACTUAL - ACCOUNTABILITY SPECIFIC  -

In this section, we would like to understand what is needed in a construction contract to help facilitate platform-based integration in the BIM-based design process.
BIM

D1 How should software/platform(s) and data format(s) be included in the project contract? (please tick min:1, max:3 boxes)

? ( :1 :3 )

One single software/platform should be explicitly specified in a basic clause since a project begins 1

A list of software/platforms should be explicitly specified as options in a basic clause since a project begins 1

A list of documentation data formats should be specified in a basic clause since the project begins 1

A list of documentation data formats should be specified in an ad-hoc clause in the mid-stage of the design process 1

No software should be included in the contract

No data format should be included in the contract

do not know/decline to answer /

Other: (please specify) )

D2 What documentation format(s) should be included in the project contract for digital fabrication in the design process? (please tick min:1, max:3 boxes)

? ( :1 :3 )

Specification text with the general fabrication intents 

Specification text with specific fabrication information 

Universal codes applicable for a wide range of fabrication approach 

Process simulation and virtual commissioning information 

Fabrication specified model ontology and configuration (e.g. families, types and schedules)

Fabrication-ready codes matching the specified fabrication method(s)

do not know/decline to answer /

Other: (please specify) )

D3 With what management model(s) should the following be owned and managed within the platform? (please tick min:1, max:3 boxes)

? ( :1 :3 )

Management model terminology 
Centralised model - everything within the platform is owned and managed by one firm throughout the project period (e.g. by the client or a project manager)

 - 1
Semi-centralised model - everything within the platform is owned and managed by one firm who is leading the stage, where each stage in the design process can have a different owner

 - 1
Decentralised model - firms are organised in clusters and each cluster has a firm to own and manage the data among the firms in that cluster

 - 1
Discrete model - each firm owns and manages their own data within the platform

 - 
Distributed model - all firms own everything shared within the platform

 - 
Exclusive model - only one set of data is allowed to be shared in the platform, which is owned and managed by the project client

 - 1

Centralised Sem-centralised Decentralised DIscrete Distributed Exclusive do not know/decline 
to answer /

Design model(s) & data 

Fabrication information 

Intellectual property of all data 

E BUSINESS MODEL - PLATFORM SPECIFIC  -

In this section, we would like to understand what should the business model of such a platform be, for managing design for digital fabrication.

E1 What would be the key benefits if a collaboration platform for BIM-based design projects existed? (please tick min:1, max: 3 boxes)

BIM ? ( :1 :3 )

Digitisation and computational advancements 

Value adding and waste reduction in design and construction processes 

Risk management

Integrate supply-chains and spur systemic innovations 

Maximise profit and return of investment

Solve complex design problems 

Enhance sustainable development opportunities 

Contemplating the future of work (e.g. automation in construction) )

do not know/decline to answer /

Other: (please specify) )

E2 What is/are ideal for a platform to be accessed and financially funded? (please tick min:1, max:3 boxes)

? ( :1 :3 )

Charging user's subscription 

No charge for project usage; funded by one of the project stakeholders (e.g. the client, the fabricator trade) 1 : 

Partially open-source; no charge for general usage, but charging for upgraded services 

Partially open-source; no charge for general usage, but payments come from special one-off service market place 

Completely open-source; no charge for project usage, fully funded by donations, foundation and institute business model (e.g. Blender)

Completely open-source; no charge for project usage; fully funded by commercial advertisements on the platform

do not know/decline to answer /

Other: (please specify) )

E3 What are the key risks of a platform in projects? (please tick min:1, max: 3 boxes)

? ( :1 :3 )

Cost constraints 

Project liability disputes 

Human resources (e.g. software developers) )

Uncertainties in digital fabrication implementation in the industry (e.g. sceptical attitude of project stakeholders)

Unstable market demands 

Market competitions 

do not know/decline to answer /

Other: (please specify) )

THANK 
YOU

Would you like to discuss with us further in an in-depth follow-up interviews about platform and platform-based management for digital fabrication?

?

Yes (please provide your name & email:)

No

Would you like to receive a summary of the preliminary findings from this questionnaire?

?

Yes (please provide email:)

No

We welcome you to add additional comments, questions, or feedback regarding this research in the field below:

B TECHNOLOGICAL - PLATFORM SPECIFIC  -

In this section, we would like to understand how a platform can support a BIM-based design process of digital fabrication in a construction project.
BIM

B1 What software/program language(s) do you usually use for digital fabrication programming? (please tick min:1, max:3 boxes)

? ( :1 :3 )

Rhino plugins (e.g. Grasshopper, RoboDK, KUKA|prc)

Dynamo plugins (e.g. Machina, Zero Touch)

RobotStudio

MATLAB
Python

C++

C#

Java

JavaScript

No experience in digital fabrication programming 

do not know/decline to answer /

Other: (please specify) )

B2 How should the machine code (e.g. G-code) be supported for editing on the platform? (please tick min:1, max:3 boxes)

( : G ) ?( :1 :3 )

As original code editable in an internal source code interface 

As original code for view and comment only 

Adopted in an integrated visual programming language (e.g. Dynamo) : Dynamo)

Adopted as a dataset in the specification 

Linked to external source code platform (e.g. Github) : Github

No support is necessary 

do not know/decline to answer /

Other: (please specify) )

B2.1 At which stage is the machine code first needed? (please choose from the dropdown menu)

? ( )
⏏ Strategic Definition, Feasibility Study, Schematic Design, Detailed Design, Technical Design, Documentation, Construction, Handover, Operation, Not Applicable

B3 Which digital fabrication information, if shared on an online cloud platform, would most benefit the design process? (please tick min:1, max:3 boxes)

? ( :1 :3 )
3D modelling interface 3D

Model ontology and configuration 

Fabrication machine code (e.g. G-code, path-planning) : G )

Scheduling & process simulation/ animation /

Documentation (e.g. drawings, specification, request for information (RFI) matrix) RFI )

Immersive design review (e.g. VR virtual meeting) : VR )

no online information is needed

do not know/decline to answer /

Other: (please specify) )

B3.1 At which project stage would the above cloud-based sharing of model information be most helpful? (please choose from the dropdown menu)

? ( )

⏏ Strategic Definition, Feasibility Study, Schematic Design, Detailed Design, Technical Design, Documentation, Construction, Handover, Operation, Not Applicable

B4 If a collaboration platform was created, what supporting function(s) for communication and knowledge sharing would be most useful to you? (please tick min:1, max:3 boxes)

? ( :1 :3 )

Instant messaging/mailing tool (e.g. Skype for business, Yamm) /

Drawing-related communication tool (e.g. Bluebeam)

Graphic project management tool (e.g. Trello)

Large-size file sharing (e.g. Wetransfer)

Virtual workplace organisational tool (e.g. Slack)

Collaborative source code management (e.g. Github)

do not know/decline to answer /

Other: (please specify) )

PLATFORM-BASED MANAGEMENT REQUIREMENTS 

C ORGANISATIONAL - PEOPLE SPECIFIC  - 

In this section, we would like to understand what organisation (people) related information is needed in the BIM-based design process of digital fabrication.
BIM

Please read the definitions to answer the questions below:
DFAB MANAGER refers to the role who defines and manages the strategies of digital fabrication in the design process of a construction project.

DFAB 

DFAB PROGRAMMER refers to the role who works on the digital fabrication programming in the design process of a construction project

DFAB

DFAB ENGINEER refers to the role who works on the digital fabrication engineering design in the design process of a construction project.

DFAB 

DFAB DESIGN COORDINATOR refers to a role who works on coordinations between the project design and the digital fabrication.

DFAB 

DFAB BIM COORDINATOR refers to a role who works on coordinations between the BIM model(s) and data and the digital fabrication.

DFAB BIM BIM

C1 In your opinion, how should following roles participate in the design process of a digital fabrication project?

? ( 1 )
DFAB manager DFAB programmer DFAB engineer DFAB design coordinator DFAB BIM coordinator

As an external consultant

As member of the architect team 

As member of the engineer team 

As member of the GC team 

As member of the client team 

No participation is necessary 

do not know/decline to answer /

Other: (please specify) )

C2 When are the following roles required in the design process of digital fabrication projects?

? ( 1 )
DFAB Manager DFAB programmer DFAB engineer DFAB design coordinator DFAB BIM coordinator

Strategic Definition 

Feasibility Study 

Schematic Design 

Detailed Design 

Technical Design 

Documentation 

Construction 

Handover 

Operation 

Not required

do not know/decline to answer /
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QUESTION TYPES OVERVIEW 

Background
Information 

Operational Requirements Management Requirements 
A. Technical B. Technological C. Organisational D. Contractual E. Business Model total

no. of questions 3 6 4 2 3 3 21

DESIGN STAGES TERMINOLOGY 

country Switzerland United Kingdom Italy U.S.A. Japan Singapore

Terms in this survey SIA Leistungsmodell RIBA Plan of work 2020 ITA Procurement AIA Phases of Design TAAF BCA Stages

Strategic Definition 1. Strategische Planung 0. Strategic Definition progetto di fattibilità tecnico-
economica

Project Brief (kikaku) Project Brief

Feasibility Study 2. Vorstudien 1. Preparation & Brief Pre-design/ Concept
(kihonsekkei) Concept Design

Schematic Design 3.1 Vorprojekt 2. Concept Design progetto preliminare Schematic Design

Detailed Design 3.2 Bauprojekt 3. Spatial Coordination progetto definitivo
Design Development

(jisshisekkei)

Detailed Design

Technical Design
4. Ausschreibung 4. Technical Design progetto esecutivo Pre-Construction

Documentation Construction Documentation

Construction 5. Ausfürhung 5. Manufacturing & Construction costruzione Construction (koujikanri) Construction

Handover 5.3 Inbetriebnahme 6. Handover collaudo e consegna Commission (kanryokensa)
Post-Completion

Operation 6. Bewirtschaftung 7. Use uso e manutenzione Occupancy (tatemonoshiyō)

DEFINITIONS 
DIGITAL FABRICATION refers to data-driven production, which combines design and construction into an integrated process through programming language tasks to control machines to complete manufacturing tasks.
It includes tools such as Computer Numerical Control (CNC), robotics and 3D printers.
DIGITAL FABRICATION

CNC 3D

BUILDING INFORMATION MODELLING (BIM) is a cross-disciplinary set of policies, processes and technologies.

It generates a "methodology to manage the essential building design and project data in digital format throughout the building life-cycle".
It includes not only software that allows the geometrical modelling and the input of information but also  project management related tools and processes.
BUILDING INFORMATION MODELLING (BIM) BIM

PLATFORM refers to a collaborative platform which allows stakeholders to co-create for design modelling, design review, project management, progress monitoring and optimisation of cost and constructability.
The shared design information on such a platform should remain consistent among all stakeholders at all time.
The platform in this survey can refer to an existing one available in the market, euch as Autodesk Revit/ BIM360, Graphisoft ArchiCAD/ BIMcloud; or a modified version of an existing one; or a completely new one to be developed.
PLATFORM

Autodesk Revit/BIM360 Graphisoft ArchiCAD/BIMcloud

BIM-BASED PLATFORM provides measurable data for progress tracking, risk management, trust-building and benchmark of deliverables for quality control and trade tendering, and supports integrated design management.
BIM-BASED PLATFORM BIM

PLATFORM-BASED INTEGRATION refers to a management model which integrates processes and stakeholders in project collaboration through collaborative platforms.

PLATFORM-BASED INTEGRATION 

BACKGROUND INFORMATION

i Please select the role(s) that best describe your experience and background? (please pick min:1, max:all boxes)
? ( :1 :3 )

Researcher/ academia professional 

Project owner/ developer/ investor/ building business manager 

Project manager 

Architect/ architectural designer 

BIM manager, interface manager, BIM coordinator BIM /BIM

Design engineer (e.g. structural engineer, MEP engineer)  ( , MEP )

General contractor 

Digital fabrication contractor 

Platform developer (e.g. software engineer)

Platform manager/ investor /

Contract manager/ lawyer/policy-maker / /

Consultant

do not know/decline to answer /

Other: (please specify) )

ii Please indicate your experience in the following field(s)?
? ( 1 )

Digital Fabrication 
BIM

Software Development

Design Construction 

No experience 

Less than 1 year of experience 1

Between 1 and 5 years of experience 1 5

More than 5 years of experience 5

do not know/decline to answer /

B TECHNOLOGICAL - PLATFORM SPECIFIC  -

In this section, we would like to understand how a platform can support a BIM-based design process of digital fabrication in a construction project.
BIM

B1 What software/program language(s) do you usually use for digital fabrication programming? (please tick min:1, max:3 boxes)

? ( :1 :3 )

Rhino plugins (e.g. Grasshopper, RoboDK, KUKA|prc)

Dynamo plugins (e.g. Machina, Zero Touch)

RobotStudio

MATLAB
Python

C++

C#

Java

JavaScript

No experience in digital fabrication programming 

do not know/decline to answer /

Other: (please specify) )

B2 How should the machine code (e.g. G-code) be supported for editing on the platform? (please tick min:1, max:3 boxes)

( : G ) ?( :1 :3 )

As original code editable in an internal source code interface 

As original code for view and comment only 

Adopted in an integrated visual programming language (e.g. Dynamo) : Dynamo)

Adopted as a dataset in the specification 

Linked to external source code platform (e.g. Github) : Github

No support is necessary 

do not know/decline to answer /

Other: (please specify) )

B2.1 At which stage is the machine code first needed? (please choose from the dropdown menu)

? ( )
⏏ Strategic Definition, Feasibility Study, Schematic Design, Detailed Design, Technical Design, Documentation, Construction, Handover, Operation, Not Applicable

B3 Which digital fabrication information, if shared on an online cloud platform, would most benefit the design process? (please tick min:1, max:3 boxes)

? ( :1 :3 )
3D modelling interface 3D

Model ontology and configuration 

Fabrication machine code (e.g. G-code, path-planning) : G )

Scheduling & process simulation/ animation /

Documentation (e.g. drawings, specification, request for information (RFI) matrix) RFI )

Immersive design review (e.g. VR virtual meeting) : VR )

no online information is needed

do not know/decline to answer /

Other: (please specify) )

B3.1 At which project stage would the above cloud-based sharing of model information be most helpful? (please choose from the dropdown menu)

? ( )

⏏ Strategic Definition, Feasibility Study, Schematic Design, Detailed Design, Technical Design, Documentation, Construction, Handover, Operation, Not Applicable

B4 If a collaboration platform was created, what supporting function(s) for communication and knowledge sharing would be most useful to you? (please tick min:1, max:3 boxes)

? ( :1 :3 )

Instant messaging/mailing tool (e.g. Skype for business, Yamm) /

Drawing-related communication tool (e.g. Bluebeam)

Graphic project management tool (e.g. Trello)

Large-size file sharing (e.g. Wetransfer)

Virtual workplace organisational tool (e.g. Slack)

Collaborative source code management (e.g. Github)

do not know/decline to answer /

Other: (please specify) )

PLATFORM-BASED MANAGEMENT REQUIREMENTS 

C ORGANISATIONAL - PEOPLE SPECIFIC  -

In this section, we would like to understand what organisation (people) related information is needed in the BIM-based design process of digital fabrication.
BIM

Please read the definitions to answer the questions below:
DFAB MANAGER refers to the role who defines and manages the strategies of digital fabrication in the design process of a construction project.

DFAB 

DFAB PROGRAMMER refers to the role who works on the digital fabrication programming in the design process of a construction project

DFAB

DFAB ENGINEER refers to the role who works on the digital fabrication engineering design in the design process of a construction project.

DFAB 

DFAB DESIGN COORDINATOR refers to a role who works on coordinations between the project design and the digital fabrication.

DFAB 

DFAB BIM COORDINATOR refers to a role who works on coordinations between the BIM model(s) and data and the digital fabrication.

DFAB BIM BIM

C1 In your opinion, how should following roles participate in the design process of a digital fabrication project?

? ( 1 )
DFAB manager DFAB programmer DFAB engineer DFAB design coordinator DFAB BIM coordinator

As an external consultant

As member of the architect team 

As member of the engineer team 

As member of the GC team 

As member of the client team 

No participation is necessary 

do not know/decline to answer /

Other: (please specify) )

C2 When are the following roles required in the design process of digital fabrication projects?

? ( 1 )
DFAB Manager DFAB programmer DFAB engineer DFAB design coordinator DFAB BIM coordinator

Strategic Definition 

Feasibility Study 

Schematic Design 

Detailed Design 

Technical Design 

Documentation 

Construction 

Handover 

Operation 

Not required

do not know/decline to answer /

D CONTRACTUAL - ACCOUNTABILITY SPECIFIC  -

In this section, we would like to understand what is needed in a construction contract to help facilitate platform-based integration in the BIM-based design process.
BIM

D1 How should software/platform(s) and data format(s) be included in the project contract? (please tick min:1, max:3 boxes)

? ( :1 :3 )

One single software/platform should be explicitly specified in a basic clause since a project begins 1

A list of software/platforms should be explicitly specified as options in a basic clause since a project begins 1

A list of documentation data formats should be specified in a basic clause since the project begins 1

A list of documentation data formats should be specified in an ad-hoc clause in the mid-stage of the design process 1

No software should be included in the contract

No data format should be included in the contract

do not know/decline to answer /

Other: (please specify) )

D2 What documentation format(s) should be included in the project contract for digital fabrication in the design process? (please tick min:1, max:3 boxes)

? ( :1 :3 )

Specification text with the general fabrication intents 

Specification text with specific fabrication information 

Universal codes applicable for a wide range of fabrication approach 

Process simulation and virtual commissioning information 

Fabrication specified model ontology and configuration (e.g. families, types and schedules)

Fabrication-ready codes matching the specified fabrication method(s)

do not know/decline to answer /

Other: (please specify) )

D3 With what management model(s) should the following be owned and managed within the platform? (please tick min:1, max:3 boxes)

? ( :1 :3 )

Management model terminology 
Centralised model - everything within the platform is owned and managed by one firm throughout the project period (e.g. by the client or a project manager)

 - 1
Semi-centralised model - everything within the platform is owned and managed by one firm who is leading the stage, where each stage in the design process can have a different owner

 - 1
Decentralised model - firms are organised in clusters and each cluster has a firm to own and manage the data among the firms in that cluster

 - 1
Discrete model - each firm owns and manages their own data within the platform

 - 
Distributed model - all firms own everything shared within the platform

 -
Exclusive model - only one set of data is allowed to be shared in the platform, which is owned and managed by the project client

 - 1

Centralised Sem-centralised Decentralised DIscrete Distributed Exclusive do not know/decline 
to answer /

Design model(s) & data 

Fabrication information 

Intellectual property of all data 

E BUSINESS MODEL - PLATFORM SPECIFIC  - 

In this section, we would like to understand what should the business model of such a platform be, for managing design for digital fabrication.

E1 What would be the key benefits if a collaboration platform for BIM-based design projects existed? (please tick min:1, max: 3 boxes)

BIM ? ( :1 :3 )

Digitisation and computational advancements 

Value adding and waste reduction in design and construction processes 

Risk management 

Integrate supply-chains and spur systemic innovations 

Maximise profit and return of investment 

Solve complex design problems 

Enhance sustainable development opportunities 

Contemplating the future of work (e.g. automation in construction) )

do not know/decline to answer /

Other: (please specify) )

E2 What is/are ideal for a platform to be accessed and financially funded? (please tick min:1, max:3 boxes)

? ( :1 :3 )

Charging user's subscription 

No charge for project usage; funded by one of the project stakeholders (e.g. the client, the fabricator trade) 1 : 

Partially open-source; no charge for general usage, but charging for upgraded services 

Partially open-source; no charge for general usage, but payments come from special one-off service market place 

Completely open-source; no charge for project usage, fully funded by donations, foundation and institute business model (e.g. Blender)

Completely open-source; no charge for project usage; fully funded by commercial advertisements on the platform

do not know/decline to answer /

Other: (please specify) )

E3 What are the key risks of a platform in projects? (please tick min:1, max: 3 boxes)

? ( :1 :3 )

Cost constraints 

Project liability disputes 

Human resources (e.g. software developers) )

Uncertainties in digital fabrication implementation in the industry (e.g. sceptical attitude of project stakeholders)

Unstable market demands 

Market competitions 

do not know/decline to answer /

Other: (please specify) )

THANK 
YOU

Would you like to discuss with us further in an in-depth follow-up interviews about platform and platform-based management for digital fabrication?

?

Yes (please provide your name & email:)

No

Would you like to receive a summary of the preliminary findings from this questionnaire?

?

Yes (please provide email:)

No

We welcome you to add additional comments, questions, or feedback regarding this research in the field below:

D CONTRACTUAL - ACCOUNTABILITY SPECIFIC  -

In this section, we would like to understand what is needed in a construction contract to help facilitate platform-based integration in the BIM-based design process.
BIM

D1 How should software/platform(s) and data format(s) be included in the project contract? (please tick min:1, max:3 boxes)

? ( :1 :3 )

One single software/platform should be explicitly specified in a basic clause since a project begins 1

A list of software/platforms should be explicitly specified as options in a basic clause since a project begins 1

A list of documentation data formats should be specified in a basic clause since the project begins 1

A list of documentation data formats should be specified in an ad-hoc clause in the mid-stage of the design process 1

No software should be included in the contract

No data format should be included in the contract

do not know/decline to answer /

Other: (please specify) )

D2 What documentation format(s) should be included in the project contract for digital fabrication in the design process? (please tick min:1, max:3 boxes)

? ( :1 :3 )

Specification text with the general fabrication intents 

Specification text with specific fabrication information 

Universal codes applicable for a wide range of fabrication approach 

Process simulation and virtual commissioning information 

Fabrication specified model ontology and configuration (e.g. families, types and schedules)

Fabrication-ready codes matching the specified fabrication method(s)

do not know/decline to answer /

Other: (please specify) )

D3 With what management model(s) should the following be owned and managed within the platform? (please tick min:1, max:3 boxes)

? ( :1 :3 )

Management model terminology 
Centralised model - everything within the platform is owned and managed by one firm throughout the project period (e.g. by the client or a project manager)

 - 1
Semi-centralised model - everything within the platform is owned and managed by one firm who is leading the stage, where each stage in the design process can have a different owner

 - 1
Decentralised model - firms are organised in clusters and each cluster has a firm to own and manage the data among the firms in that cluster

 - 1
Discrete model - each firm owns and manages their own data within the platform

 - 
Distributed model - all firms own everything shared within the platform

 -
Exclusive model - only one set of data is allowed to be shared in the platform, which is owned and managed by the project client

 - 1

Centralised Sem-centralised Decentralised DIscrete Distributed Exclusive do not know/decline 
to answer /

Design model(s) & data 

Fabrication information 

Intellectual property of all data 

E BUSINESS MODEL - PLATFORM SPECIFIC  -

In this section, we would like to understand what should the business model of such a platform be, for managing design for digital fabrication.

E1 What would be the key benefits if a collaboration platform for BIM-based design projects existed? (please tick min:1, max: 3 boxes)

BIM ? ( :1 :3 )

Digitisation and computational advancements 

Value adding and waste reduction in design and construction processes 

Risk management

Integrate supply-chains and spur systemic innovations 

Maximise profit and return of investment

Solve complex design problems 

Enhance sustainable development opportunities 

Contemplating the future of work (e.g. automation in construction) )

do not know/decline to answer /

Other: (please specify) )

E2 What is/are ideal for a platform to be accessed and financially funded? (please tick min:1, max:3 boxes)

? ( :1 :3 )

Charging user's subscription 

No charge for project usage; funded by one of the project stakeholders (e.g. the client, the fabricator trade) 1 : 

Partially open-source; no charge for general usage, but charging for upgraded services 

Partially open-source; no charge for general usage, but payments come from special one-off service market place 

Completely open-source; no charge for project usage, fully funded by donations, foundation and institute business model (e.g. Blender) 

Completely open-source; no charge for project usage; fully funded by commercial advertisements on the platform

do not know/decline to answer /

Other: (please specify) )

E3 What are the key risks of a platform in projects? (please tick min:1, max: 3 boxes)

? ( :1 :3 )

Cost constraints 

Project liability disputes 

Human resources (e.g. software developers) )

Uncertainties in digital fabrication implementation in the industry (e.g. sceptical attitude of project stakeholders)

Unstable market demands 

Market competitions 

do not know/decline to answer /

Other: (please specify) )

THANK 
YOU

Would you like to discuss with us further in an in-depth follow-up interviews about platform and platform-based management for digital fabrication?

?

Yes (please provide your name & email:)

No

Would you like to receive a summary of the preliminary findings from this questionnaire?

?

Yes (please provide email:)

No

We welcome you to add additional comments, questions, or feedback regarding this research in the field below:

D CONTRACTUAL - ACCOUNTABILITY SPECIFIC  -

In this section, we would like to understand what is needed in a construction contract to help facilitate platform-based integration in the BIM-based design process.
BIM

D1 How should software/platform(s) and data format(s) be included in the project contract? (please tick min:1, max:3 boxes)

? ( :1 :3 )

One single software/platform should be explicitly specified in a basic clause since a project begins 1

A list of software/platforms should be explicitly specified as options in a basic clause since a project begins 1

A list of documentation data formats should be specified in a basic clause since the project begins 1

A list of documentation data formats should be specified in an ad-hoc clause in the mid-stage of the design process 1

No software should be included in the contract

No data format should be included in the contract

do not know/decline to answer /

Other: (please specify) )

D2 What documentation format(s) should be included in the project contract for digital fabrication in the design process? (please tick min:1, max:3 boxes)

? ( :1 :3 )

Specification text with the general fabrication intents 

Specification text with specific fabrication information 

Universal codes applicable for a wide range of fabrication approach 

Process simulation and virtual commissioning information 

Fabrication specified model ontology and configuration (e.g. families, types and schedules)

Fabrication-ready codes matching the specified fabrication method(s)

do not know/decline to answer /

Other: (please specify) )

D3 With what management model(s) should the following be owned and managed within the platform? (please tick min:1, max:3 boxes)

? ( :1 :3 )

Management model terminology 
Centralised model - everything within the platform is owned and managed by one firm throughout the project period (e.g. by the client or a project manager)

 - 1
Semi-centralised model - everything within the platform is owned and managed by one firm who is leading the stage, where each stage in the design process can have a different owner

 - 1
Decentralised model - firms are organised in clusters and each cluster has a firm to own and manage the data among the firms in that cluster

 - 1
Discrete model - each firm owns and manages their own data within the platform

 - 
Distributed model - all firms own everything shared within the platform

 -
Exclusive model - only one set of data is allowed to be shared in the platform, which is owned and managed by the project client

 - 1

Centralised Sem-centralised Decentralised DIscrete Distributed Exclusive do not know/decline 
to answer /

Design model(s) & data 

Fabrication information 

Intellectual property of all data 

E BUSINESS MODEL - PLATFORM SPECIFIC  -

In this section, we would like to understand what should the business model of such a platform be, for managing design for digital fabrication.

E1 What would be the key benefits if a collaboration platform for BIM-based design projects existed? (please tick min:1, max: 3 boxes)

BIM ? ( :1 :3 )

Digitisation and computational advancements 

Value adding and waste reduction in design and construction processes 

Risk management

Integrate supply-chains and spur systemic innovations 

Maximise profit and return of investment

Solve complex design problems 

Enhance sustainable development opportunities 

Contemplating the future of work (e.g. automation in construction) )

do not know/decline to answer /

Other: (please specify) )

E2 What is/are ideal for a platform to be accessed and financially funded? (please tick min:1, max:3 boxes)

? ( :1 :3 )

Charging user's subscription 

No charge for project usage; funded by one of the project stakeholders (e.g. the client, the fabricator trade) 1 : 

Partially open-source; no charge for general usage, but charging for upgraded services 

Partially open-source; no charge for general usage, but payments come from special one-off service market place 

Completely open-source; no charge for project usage, fully funded by donations, foundation and institute business model (e.g. Blender)

Completely open-source; no charge for project usage; fully funded by commercial advertisements on the platform

do not know/decline to answer /

Other: (please specify) )

E3 What are the key risks of a platform in projects? (please tick min:1, max: 3 boxes)

? ( :1 :3 )

Cost constraints 

Project liability disputes 

Human resources (e.g. software developers) )

Uncertainties in digital fabrication implementation in the industry (e.g. sceptical attitude of project stakeholders) 

Unstable market demands 

Market competitions 

do not know/decline to answer /

Other: (please specify) )

THANK 
YOU

Would you like to discuss with us further in an in-depth follow-up interviews about platform and platform-based management for digital fabrication?

?

Yes (please provide your name & email:)

No

Would you like to receive a summary of the preliminary findings from this questionnaire?

?

Yes (please provide email:)

No

We welcome you to add additional comments, questions, or feedback regarding this research in the field below:
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